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Abstract 

Between February 8 and 22, 2005, Alison Kassell, Bonnie MacKenzie and Margaret Potter of SIL-PNG 
Branch conducted a sociolinguistic survey of the speech varieties along the Arafundi River, East Sepik 
Province, Papua New Guinea (PNG). They were accompanied by a speaker of the nearby Alamblak 
language who was involved in language development in Alamblak. The goals of the survey were to 
define the dialect and language boundaries, to investigate language vitality, to collect data on religious 
institutions in the area and to investigate whether a language development programme would be 
appropriate. This was achieved with the use of sociolinguistic interviews, interviews with community 
and religious leaders, the collection of wordlists and recorded text testing (RTTs). 

The team concluded that the speech varieties previously included in the Arafundi [arf] language are 
in fact three languages, which are not mutually intelligible.1 Two of the languages, Tapei  and Andai, 
have strong linguistic vitality, and the third, Nanubae, has strong linguistic vitality in the dialect spoken 
in Wambrumas and Yamandim villages, but not in the dialect spoken in Imanmeri village.2 It is therefore 
recommended that a language development programme be initiated in Tapei, Andai and the 
Wambrumas-Yamandim dialect of Nanubae.

                                                   
1 Since Arafundi has been split into three languages, the code [arf] has been retired. 
2 These three languages have since been assigned the following codes: Tapei [afp], Andai [afd], and Nanubae [afk]. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Goals of the survey 

A survey of the Arafundi River area of the East Sepik Province was requested in 2004 by the SIL-PNG 
regional assistant director for the Sepik Region. The goals of the survey were the following: 
• Determine how many dialects or languages are spoken in the Arafundi area. 
• Investigate language vitality in order to help determine the potential for language development in 

any of the speech varieties in the Arafundi area and, assuming there is a need for language 
development work, assess the priority for work in this area. 

• Collect data on the religious institutions active in the Arafundi area. 
• Collect other information potentially relevant to outsiders who may visit the area. 

The specific questions researched in order to meet the above goals, along with the methods used to 
conduct the research and the results of the survey are stated in their respective sections. Dialect and 
language boundaries are addressed in section 2, language vitality in section 3, religious organisations in 
section 4 and other information in section 5. The remainder of section 1 provides background 
information on the languages surveyed and a summary of the work completed in each village. 

1.2 Language name and classification 

The Fifteenth edition of the Ethnologue (Gordon 2005) lists one language for the Arafundi area, referred 
to as Arafundi, coded [arf]. The entry for Arafundi reports that the language is spoken on the Arafundi 
River, and includes a note that Meakambut may either be a dialect or a separate language. 

Arafundi is classified by the Fifteenth edition of the Ethnologue as Sepik-Ramu, Ramu, Ramu Proper, 
Arafundi. It is the only member of the Arafundi language family. Older texts list Arafundi (Alfendio) and 
Meakambut as separate languages in the Arafundi family/stock (Laycock 1973:39–40). Figure 1 gives the 
classification as it is found in the 2005 version of the Ethnologue. Numbers in parentheses indicate the 
number of languages included in each grouping. 
 

 Sepik Ramu 
 
 
 Ramu 
 
 
 Yaut-Waikbuk (9) Ramu Proper 
 
 
 Annaberg (3) Arafundi (1) Goam (11) Grass (5) Ruboni (8) 
 
 Arafundi 

 

Figure 1. Arafundi linguistic classification.3 

                                                   
3 Figure 1 gives the linguistic classification of Arafundi at the time of the survey. Arafundi has since been split into 
three languages, as was recommended in this report. Those three languages constitute the independent Arafundi 
family, as given in the Twentieth edition of the Ethnologue (Simon and Fennig 2017): Andai [afd], Tapei [afp] and 
Nanubae [afk]. 
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Many people in the Arafundi area, particularly along the main Arafundi River, perceive that 
everyone from Wambrumas up to Kupini speaks the same language. Speakers in the river villages of 
Yamandim, Imboin and Awim refer to this language as Mem or Mim (which means “talk” or “talking 
straight”). Residents in Imanmeri used the name Tuaimunda, which means “main talk”, to refer to this 
group. 

The name Penale is the name of an area rather than of a language, covering both the mountain and 
the river villages.4 The name Penale is largely used by the neighbouring Maramuni language group to 
refer to the Arafundi people, and may also include the Mongolo people (see below). 

After studying the linguistic and sociolinguistic situation in the area, the survey team concludes that 
there are at least three distinct speech varieties in the Arafundi area which may be considered separate 
languages (see section 2).5 The three proposed languages will be referred to in this report as outlined 
below. Each name was chosen by the survey team because it was one of the names given by at least 
some of the members of the group to refer to themselves, rather than being a name used only by 
outsiders, and was exclusive to each group (and so did not include any villages considered by the survey 
team to be part of a different language). 
• Andai: the villages of Kaiyam, Kupini, Awarem, Namata, Andambit and some speakers in Imboin. 

This name was given in the Kaiyam camp of Ndumbut. The people there did not recognise any other 
name as referring to their language. 

• Nanubae: the villages of Yamandim, Wambrumas and Imanmeri. Speakers in Wambrumas and 
Yamandim called their language Nanubae, or Kapagmai, which covers themselves and Kurijan and 
may also be the name of their land. Residents of Imanmeri referred to their language as Tuaimunda, 
with the alternative name of Aunda, which means “no”. 

• Tapei: the village of Awim and some speakers in Imboin. This name was given by speakers in Awim 
as referring to themselves in contrast to the mountain villages or other river villages. 
There is reportedly an additional group of approximately 50–60 people by the name of Mongolo, 

who live to the east of the Arafundi River. The survey team was unable to meet with these people, 
though reports from the other villages indicate that this is a separate language group. Meakambut was 
the name of one of the Mongolo people’s former villages, and is therefore sometimes used to refer to 
these people. However, the Meakambut area corresponds geographically to the area covering the 
mountain peoples referred to in this report as Andai (see Kassell 2005). 

1.3 Language location 

Four maps display the geographical region. The Arafundi area is located in the far south of East Sepik 
Province, as shown on map 1. 
  

                                                   
4 People in Wambrumas were the only group to give a smaller scope to this name, saying that it referred only to the 
mountain villages. 
5 The Mongolo language could be considered a fourth variety. However, although it seems likely that this is 
linguistically related to the other three given its geographical proximity, it is not possible to make any strong 
conclusions as no linguistic data was collected from the Mongolo people. 
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Map 1. Location of the Arafundi area in Papua New Guinea 
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Map 2 shows the language boundaries in the Arafundi language area. Language names and codes 
are from the Ethnologue (Simons and Fennig, 2017). Kanosemei is thought to be part of the Tabriak 
language but this is not certain and therefore has not been placed within the Tabriak language group. 

Map 2. Language boundaries in the Arafundi area 

 
Map created by the authors. 

  

[AFK] 

[AFP] 

[AFD] 
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Map 3 shows the phylum, sub-phylum, super-stock and stock boundaries for the languages in the 
Arafundi language area. 

Map 3. Phylum, sub-phylum, super-stock and stock boundaries 

 
Map created by the authors. 
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Map 4 shows the location of the villages in the Arafundi area. They are spread across the 
government wards of Imanmeri, Awim, Yamandim and Imboin, which all are part of Karawari Rural 
District. 

Map 4. Villages in the Arafundi area 
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The Nanubae villages of Wambrumas and Yamandim are located along the main Arafundi River, 
south of the Yimas lakes. The third village in the Nanubae group, Imanmeri, is located to the northeast 
of these lakes. 

The Andai villages of Namata, Kupini, Andambit and Kaiyam are located in the foothills at the head 
of the Arafundi River, towards the border with Enga Province. The village of Awarem is located at the 
head of the Karawari River (Wagupman Tributary), to the southwest of the Arafundi area. 

Imboin, a village with a mixed population of Andai and Tapei speakers, is located along the 
Arafundi River. The Tapei village of Awim is located on a small stream that joins the Arafundi between 
Yamandim and Wambrumas. 

Ndumbut, Piyagambit and Baikam are bush camps and do not have separate populations from the 
villages to which they belong. Rather, people from these villages will occasionally go and live in the 
camp while they look for sago. Ndumbut and Piyagambit are bush camps from Kaiyam, while Baikam is 
a bush camp from Awim. 

The Mongolo people are semi-nomadic, moving every year or so. At the time of the survey, they 
reportedly lived at the head of the Mambungam River, to the east of Namata and Andambit. Travelling 
south from Imboin, people pointed to the mountains visible down the Mambungam River and said that 
was where the Mongolo people were living. However, it is also possible that they may be as far south as 
the next ridge of mountains, towards the watershed for the Maramuni River. 

Table 1 gives the GPS coordinates for the Arafundi villages. Points for Kaiyam, Karawari, Kupini, 
Munduku and Namata are from the PNG National Mapping Bureau. All other points were taken by the 
survey team. 

Table 1. Coordinates for Arafundi area map 

 GPS Co-ordinates 
Village Latitude Longitude 

Awim S4.75155 E143.57925 
Baikam (Awim camp) S4.79159 E143.54199 
Imboin S4.79479 E143.66349 
Imanmeri S4.64739 E143.60359 
Kaiyam S4.91834 E143.5285 
Karawari (Airstrip) S4.5935 E143.519 
Kupini S4.94266 E143.5811 
Munduku (Airstrip) S4.61967 E143.449 
Namata S4.86056 E143.5983 
Ndumbut* (Kaiyam camp) S4.87477  E143.48767 
Piyagambit* (Kaiyam camp) S4.84005 E143.52548 
Wambrumas S4.72556  E143.56301 
Yamandim S4.73449 E143.61027 
* Estimate 
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1.3.1 Village names 

Table 2 gives the government ward for each village and lists alterative names as well as former names or 
old villages. 

Table 2. Village names 

Village Government Ward Alternative Name Former Name/ 
Old village 

Andambit Imboin Andambet Avieme 
Awarem  Awalem  
Awim Awim Auwim, Andamut  
Imanmeri* Imanmeri Sunging  
Imboin Imboin Imboim, Yumboin Amaklam 
Kupina Imboin Kupini, Kupin Pundugum 
Namata Imboin  Tungum 
Wambrumas Awim Wablamas, Kapagmai  
Yamandim Yamandim Auriman  
* Imanmeri is divided into four areas, each comprised of several smaller hamlets under the 
umbrella of Imanmeri: Kundimban, Yabalman, Yangaraman and Kurijan. 

1.3.2 Population 

Table 3 gives the population figures for each village, both from the 2000 census and as reported in 2005 
for this survey. 

Table 3. Population figures 

  2000 Census Figures 2005 Reported Figures 
Language Village Households Population Households Population 

Nanubae 

Imanmeri 116  654  79  900  
Wambrumas 12  66  12  60  
Yamandim 13  113  28  306a  
TOTAL  832    1266  

Tapei Awim 23  142  26  246  

Andaib 

Namata 18  94  17    
Kupina 19  102  8c    
Kaiyam 8  48  10  150d  
Andambit 7  51  9    
Awareme   n/a  17  40  
TOTAL   335      

 Imboin 19  92  11  102  
a The village of Yamandim conducted a very detailed count using the census book. 
b Figures for Andai were reported by people from Kaiyam. 
c People from Kaiyam reported there to be 8–10 houses in Kupina village, with a lot of people having 
split off and living on their own or with one other family in the bush. Thus the census figures are 
probably accurate. 
d The people at the Kaiyam camp were not certain about the total population for Andai. Based on the 
number of houses, 150 seems an over-estimate. 
e Awarem is not listed in the census. 
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The most accurate population figures for each of the language groups are most likely to be 1266 for 
Nanubae (366 for the Wambrumas/Yamandim dialect), over 395 for Andai and 286 for Tapei. The figure 
of 1266 for Nanubae and 246 for Tapei was based on reported figures from these villages. The figure for 
Andai of 335 is based on the 2000 census. Respondents in Kaiyam were not able to give population 
figures for the other Andai villages, only the number of houses, which by-and-large correlate to the 
numbers given in the census. Since Imboin is a mixed village, its population with regards to language 
groups should be divided between Tapei and Andai. It was reported that there were more Namata 
(Andai) people than Awim (Tapei) people living in Imboin. Thus, the population of 92 could be split 
32/60, which would increase the Tapei population to 278, and the Andai total to 395. 

1.3.3 Accessibility and transport 

There is an airstrip near the Karawari River at Munduku (S4.61967, E143.449). From Munduku, the 
Arafundi area is accessed by travelling by boat to the east and then south along the Arafundi River. 
There is also an airstrip at Karawari (S4.5935, E143.519), to the east of the mouth of the Arafundi River. 
The Lutheran church is currently coordinating the construction of an airstrip at Kaiyam (S4.91834, 
E.143.5285). 

The villages of Wambrumas, Imboin and Yamandim are located on the main Arafundi River. The 
village of Awim can be reached by following a small stream off to the southwest of the Arafundi River. 
The villages of Namata, Kupina, Andambit and Kaiyam can be reached by foot from Imboin. However, 
during rainy season the river between Imboin and Namata frequently floods to the extent that river 
crossing is impossible. Kaiyam can be reached by following the Karawari River to the south and 
continuing upriver (south) on the Wagupman, and then by hiking approximately one hour inland. The 
village of Awarem can be reached by continuing further up the Wagupman. 

1.4 Previous research and linguistic work 

1.4.1 Published works 

In 1966, Dye, Townsend and Townsend (1966:154) wrote that “a closely inter-related group of languages 
is spoken by over 1,000 people in the region of the Arafundi River, a tributary of the Karawari…. No 
wider linguistic relationship has been established.” 

The first literature on the Arafundi Stock is a paper by Haberland (1966), cited by Laycock 
(1973:39), who published five wordlists from the Arafundi area (Dye, Townsend and Townsend 
1969:154). Haberland treated Arafundi and Meakambut as one language (Laycock 1973:39). 

Laycock, however, claims that whilst Arafundi and Meakambut are closely related, his data suggests 
a language boundary between them, and a stock boundary between them and other members of the 
Ramu sub-phylum. 

It appears in all these published works that when referring to Meakambut the authors are referring 
to the mountain villages of Andai. Laycock lists the villages of Alfendio (Arafundi) as Auwin, Imanmeri, 
Imboin, Warlamas and Yamandim. He lists the villages of Meakambut as Avieme, Isangan, Pundugum, 
Tungum and “uncensored villages at the head of the Arafundi River” (1973:40). In Laycock’s map 
showing linguistic relations, the Meakambut area coincides with the current location of Andai villages. 
Several of the villages Laycock lists as belonging to Meakambut are elsewhere listed as old names for the 
present-day Namata and Kupina (or as former villages which may now be part of present-day Kupina and 
Namata). 

1.4.2 Nete, Penali and Yaut survey 

A 1986 survey of the Nete, Penali and Yaut area was conducted by the Gutnius Lutheran Church with 
help from Pat Edminston from SIL (Edminston 1986). The team visited Kupini and Namata to gather 
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information about the Penali (Penale) area. They found that there was a population of 100 in Kupini and 
80 in Namata. 

Villages in the Penali area are listed as Kupina (Kupini), Namata, Imboin, Awim, Mongolo and 
Yalom (near the Karawari). Villages in the same language but different dialect are listed as Yamanta 
(Yamandim), Wanbormas (Wambrumas), Imanmeri and Kanjamai.6  

SIL standard wordlists, abridged to 106 items, were elicited in each of the four language areas 
visited: Nete, Alfendio (Penali), Erem and Maramuni Enga. Of these, six items were eliminated; thus the 
final comparison was made from a list of 100 items. Three further wordlists from Bisorio, Iniai and 
Lembena, found in the SIL Ukarumpa library, were also used in the comparison. Alfendio was found to 
have between zero and two cognates with each of the other wordlists. Thus the report concludes that 
Alfendio shows “no relationship to any of the other languages and is therefore relegated to a separate 
phylum” (Edminston 1986:12). 

The report from this survey notes that the Alfendio language is used in the home by residents in 
Kupini, but Tok Pisin is also used together with the vernacular in Namata. It was noted that people in 
Kupini, along with Nete and Yaut villages closer to Enga Province, tended towards bilingualism with 
Enga, whereas residents of villages towards East Sepik Province tended to be bilingual with Tok Pisin. 
However, residents in Namata village did not display a preference for the use of Tok Pisin over the local 
language in either children’s education or church activities. There was a Community Education School in 
Kupini at the time. Testing for comprehension of the Enga Scriptures in Kupini was recommended. 

1.4.3 Manuscripts 

Wordlists elicited by Dye in 1967 show that separate wordlists were taken in Imboin, with informants 
from Imboin, Gaynsemay (Kansomai in Tok Pisin) and Wamblamas (Wambrumas). Dye refers to Imboin 
and Avambro (from Kansomai) as dialects of Arafuni (Arafundi).7 All the wordlists were incomplete (in 
general less than 100 words) and their accuracy was noted as poor due to several of the participants 
being monolingual, and there being no time for checking (with the exception of the Wamblamas 
wordlist, which was checked in Yamandim). 

A further wordlist manuscript is available in the SIL Ukarumpa linguistics library filed under 
Arafundi. It has no author name. It lists the villages speaking the language as “Awim, Yumboin, 
Yahmbut, Tungum (Namata), Andambet and Pindeng(o)m (Kupini).” It also notes that Awim and 
Amboin are on the Arafundi River but adds that they are a mixed language area. There is also a note 
saying that Meakambut is on the Arafundi River. 

1.4.4 Other information 

Further information for the planning of this survey was given by A. L. who had recently spent time in the 
area on a medical patrol. The information given proved invaluable in the planning stage and the survey 
team wishes to express their appreciation for his help. 

1.5 Village sampling 

The survey team visited all of the villages located along the flat area of the Arafundi River: Wambrumas, 
Awim, Yamandim, Imboin and Imanmeri.8 

                                                   
6 The map accompanying the report places Awim close to the current location of Kaiyam. The map also places 
Awinim where the current-day Awim is, and Yamanta where Yamandim is located. 
7 Said to be midway between the Arafundi River and upper Karawari. 
8 Imanmeri is actually up on a ridge to the northeast of the Yimas lakes. Imanmeri has several smaller villages which 
are located in the same area, where people have moved out in order to be closer to their sago. They still identify 
themselves as part of Imanmeri. 
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Efforts to visit the mountain villages (Kupini, Namata, Kaiyam, Andambit and Awarem) were 
severely hampered by flooding of the main Arafundi River. This meant the team was unable to hike from 
Imboin to Namata since the river was over head-high and needed to be crossed at least four times. 

The team attempted to reach Kaiyam by travelling along the Karawari River, but once again this 
proved impossible, due to low water levels. Furthermore, the team was informed by a Kaiyam man that 
most people had left Kaiyam to look for sago. He reported there were only two families left in Kaiyam, 
with a larger camp of four Kaiyam families that could be reached back along the main river. The team 
was able to stay one night in this camp, called Ndumbut camp. Two nights were also spent (one on the 
way up the Karawari, and another on the way back) in another Kaiyam camp of two houses, known as 
Piyagambit camp. 

The team had intended to visit the Mongolo area. However, there was not enough time, given the 
difficulties of getting to the mountain Andai area. Information in this report about the Mongolo people is 
therefore based on reported data gathered in the other villages, in particular in Imboin and the Kaiyam 
camps, which have the most contact with the Mongolo people. 

In total, three nights were spent out of the area being studied, two in Munduku (one on the way 
back from the Kaiyam area and the other during the last night of the survey), and one in Simbut 
(Alamblak), where guides were collected for the attempted trip along the Karawari River to Kaiyam. 

Table 4 lists the work completed in each village or camp. 

Table 4. Work completed 

Village Questionnairesa Wordlist RTTb Nights spent 
Baikim (Awim campc)   Tested K and Y  
Awim LU, CP, CE, Ch, Cu X Collected A; 

Tested K and Y 
3 

Imanmeri LU, CP, E, Ch, Cu X Tested Y, K and A 1 
Imboin LU, CP, CE, Ch, Cu Xd  2 
Iniaie   Tested A and Y  
Ndumbut camp 
(Kaiyam camp) 

LU, CP, CE, Ch, Cu X Collected K; 
Tested A and Y 

1 

Piyagambit  
(Kaiyam camp) 

Cu, LUf  Tested Y and A 2 

Wambrumas LU, CP, CE, Cu X   
Yamandim LU, CP, E, Ch, Cu X Collected Y; 

Tested A and K 
2 

a Codes for questionnaires: Ch = Church Interview; CE= Community Education Questionnaire; CP = Contact 
Patterns Questionnaire; Cu = Culture Questionnaire; E= Education interview with teacher; LU = Language Use 
Questionnaire 
b Codes for RTT: A = Awim; K = Kaiyam; Y = Yamandim  
c On the Karawari River. 
d Two wordlists were taken in Imboim, one with an Awim man, another with a Namata man, thus reflecting the two 
different speech varieties spoken here. These men had both grown up in Imboin but were considered to represent the 
Awim and Namata speech varieties as spoken in Imboin. 
e On the way back to the Arafundi area, after visiting the Kaiyam camp, it was reported that a Kaiyam man was on 
his way back from town and in Iniai, so the team stopped to test him. 
f With reference to Namata. 
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2 Dialect and language boundaries 

2.1 Explanation of goal and methodology 

The first goal of the survey was to determine the dialect and language boundaries in the Arafundi area. 
Recognising that there are numerous factors, both linguistic and social, which may affect how one 
defines a dialect or language, the survey team sought to establish such boundaries in the Arafundi area 
on the basis of reported identification, linguistic similarity and comprehension. These points were 
examined with the use of (1) SIL Language Use Interviews, to learn about language attitudes and 
reported comprehension and identification; (2) SIL-PNG Standard Wordlist (190 items), to elicit words 
and phrases for comparison of linguistic similarity; and (3) RTTs (recorded text tests), to test 
comprehension. 

In addition to the three points identified above (identification, similarity and comprehension), the 
team also researched language and dialect attitudes, to investigate what attitudes are held by the 
different groups towards each other. The team investigated attitudes with the use of the sociolinguistics 
questionnaire and the post-RTT questions. 

It was not the goal of the survey team to be able to draw a strict geographical line between dialects, 
nor should any resulting maps be considered an indication of land ownership by the speakers of the 
language or dialect. 

2.2 Reported dialect and language boundaries 

Many people in the Arafundi area, particularly along the main river, perceive that everyone from 
Wambrumas up to Kupini speaks the same language. There is general consensus, however, that there are 
many differences in pronunciation, sounds and vocabulary, such that people from one end of the river 
cannot understand those at the other end. 

The survey team found it difficult to interpret how much of a difference people perceived there to 
be, and whether these differences were considered to mean that the other group was a separate dialect 
or a separate but similar language. There was difficulty in the interpretation of the Tok Pisin words 
tokples (usually translated “language”) and nek (literally “neck” but also means tune or melody and is 
usually used to refer to accent or dialect), which appeared to be used with differing values. Sometimes 
people would say tokples Awim to refer specifically to how people speak in Awim without necessarily 
meaning it to denote they were talking about a language separate from their own. A typical reply when 
asked about the speech of another area could be “Tokples em i narapela, tasol em i no narapela tumas, nek i 
wankain, tasol liklik senis” meaning “The language is another (one), but it’s not too much of another 
(one), the neck is the same, but some small changes.” 

However, despite the difficulties in interpretation, specifically whether people considered another 
speech variety to be a different language or dialect from their own, there was consensus among certain 
villages that their speech is more similar to each other than it is to other villages in the area. 

The river villages of Yamandim, Wambrumas and Imanmeri group themselves together.9 People in 
Wambrumas and Yamandim referred to themselves and Imanmeri as Nanubae or Kapagmai. Residents of 
Imanmeri referred to their language as Tuaimunda, with the alternative name of Aunda, but they also 
agreed that they are part of the same group as Yamandim and Wambrumas. Yamandim and Wambrumas 
insisted there are no differences between their speech and that of Imanmeri, but people in Imanmeri said 
there are small differences between themselves and Yamandim and Wambrumas. One example given was 
the word for betel nut, which is [mut] in Imanmeri, but [mui] in the other two villages. 

                                                   
9 Some references in other villages were made to the village of Kurijan near Imanmeri, but this was said to be part of 
Imanmeri by residents in Imanmeri. 
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Residents from Kaiyam reported that the mountain villages of Kupini, Namata, Awarem, Kaiyam, 
Andambit and Imboin are a separate language group from other villages along the Arafundi River. They 
gave the name for this group as Andai and reported that the speech of all these villages is identical.10 

Both the Andai and the Nanubae groups recognise that the speech of the other group differs from 
their own, though they vary in whether they see this as denoting a dialect or a language boundary. 
Kaiyam residents insisted that Yamandim, Wambrumas and Imanmeri were a different language from 
themselves, but residents in these latter three villages were less sure in return whether to include the 
Andai villages as a separate language, or as a different variety but part of their own language. In 
Wambrumas, respondents considered the Andai villages to be part of the same language as themselves, 
but referred to them by the separate name of Bundungum, or Wangkai. Wangkai was also used by people 
in Yamandim to refer to the Andai people, which they did not initially list as part of their language. 
However, when asked, respondents in Yamandim said that while there is a name, Mem, which refers to 
Andai people as well as themselves, their speech was very different such that they do not really 
understand them. Similarly, in Imanmeri, respondents said that the Andai villages were covered under 
the same language name of Tuaimunda, but that they really were a different language, using the word 
Pundungum to refer to them. 

The village of Awim recognised the two aforementioned groups as having different speech from 
themselves and from each other, but placed themselves together with both these groups in one language. 
They used three different words for “what” to refer to themselves (Tapei), the mountain people (Andai) 
and the river villages (Kambai). The only village they reported to speak exactly like them was Imboin, 
and even then it seems likely they were only including the Awim people who live in Imboin. 

In Imboin, people considered themselves a mixed village, with three varieties: Awim, Namata and 
Karamba. The Karamba people came from near Kansomai, which is near Konmei Creek. These people 
have since intermarried with Awim and Namata people in Imboin, such that there are only a few men 
left who speak Karamba. Karamba is a separate language. People in Imboin more readily associated 
themselves with Awim and the Andai villages than with the Nanubae villages. There were reported to be 
more Namata people than Awim people in Imboin. 

The Andai villages included Imboin in their language, but not Awim, although they acknowledged 
that the difference with Awim was not as great as with the other river villages. It seems when including 
Imboin, they were including the Namata people of Imboin, and not the Karamba or the Awim people. In 
Wambrumas and Yamandim, people treated Imboin and Awim as separate from the Andai villages, and 
as a dialect of the same language as themselves, referring to them as Kambai. However, respondents in 
Imanmeri placed Awim and Imboin as part of the Andai group, initially saying that their dialect was a 
bit different, but then saying that it was very different. 

Yamandim people initially mentioned Kansomei (Kanjimai) as being part of their language. 
However, later they said it was actually part of another language. Respondents in Imanmeri reported 
that Kansomei people sound more like people from Biwat, so it seems possible that it is actually part of 
the Biwat language to the northeast, or part of Tabriak to the north.11 

There were differing reports about the inclusion of Mongolo as part of any of the language groups in 
the Arafundi area. In Imboin, the village that has the most contact with the Mongolo people, people 
initially listed Mongolo as part of their language. However, they later reported that Mongolo people have 
their own language, which only some of the older men in Imboin can understand. In Kaiyam, people 
initially included Mongolo as part of their language, but then said that it wasn’t part of their language, 
and the words and sounds were completely different, such that only some men could understand them. 
In fact, they concluded, it was completely different. 

In summary, speakers of the varieties in question perceive the speech of all the Arafundi varieties to 
be in some way related, particularly in contrast to neighbouring languages such as Alamblak and Yimas. 

                                                   
10 Geographically, Imboin is a river village, but the people of Imboim identified themselves more with the mountain 
villages than with the other river villages, with the exception of Awim. 
11 Although Kanjimai is listed in the 2000 census, no further references can be found to it in any of the linguistic 
books about the area. 
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However, within this larger grouping, different villages identify their speech more with certain villages 
than with others. It seems that the mountain Andai people consider themselves a separate language. 
However, since only people from two Kaiyam camps were visited, it is not certain whether the villages 
such as Namata (which is closer to the Nanubae area) would make such a sharp distinction. There is 
definitely a grouping of the Nanubae villages (Yamandim, Wambrumas and Imanmeri), although within 
this group the residents of Imanmeri were more inclined to make a distinction between themselves and 
Yamandim and Wambrumas than vice versa. Imboin is a mixed village, and as such identifies both with 
Awim and with the Andai village of Namata. Awim residents identified themselves both with the 
mountain villages (Andai) and the river villages (Nanubae). 

2.3 Linguistic similarity 

2.3.1 Methodology 

The standard SIL-PNG 190-item wordlist, which contains 170 words and twenty phrases (1999 revision), 
was elicited in all of the villages visited during the survey. In Imboin, wordlists were taken in the same 
sitting from residents of Imboin who identify themselves as Awim people and others who identify 
themselves as Namata people. All of the wordlists were elicited by the same member of the survey team, 
for consistency in elicitation and transcription. Table 5 idemtifies the wordlist collected in each village 
or camp. 

Table 5. Wordlists collected 

Location Wordlist Symbol Language Name* 
Wambrumas 
Village  

Wambrumas variety W Nanubae 

Awim village Awim variety A Tapei 
Yamandim village Yamandim variety Y Nanubae 
Imboin village Awim as spoken in Imboin M Tapei 
Imboin village Namata as spoken in 

Imboin 
N Andai 

Ndumbut camp Kaiyam variety K Andai 
Imanmeri village Imanmeri variety I Nanubae 
* There was not complete consensus on the name for each variety (see discussion in section 
2.2 for explanation of why these were chosen). On the wordlists, the varieties spoken in 
Wambrumas and Yamandim were called Nanubae, but in Imanmeri the name Aunda was 
given. When the wordlists in the Awim variety, Imboin-Awim variety, Imboin-Namata 
variety, and Kaiyam variety were elicited, the name Mem was given. Kaiyam speakers also 
accepted the term Penale. 

 

The lists were elicited from a small group of informants, which included both men and women and 
both older and younger individuals, whenever possible. One mother-tongue speaker, who had grown up 
in the village and whose parents were also from the village, was chosen as the main informant and 
primary voice to be recorded. 

The wordlists were compared to give an insight into the linguistic similarity between the seven 
varieties. Review of the wordlists provided a glimpse into the phonology, morphology and grammar, as 
well as lexical similarity between the varieties.  

In order to establish the lexical similarity between the varieties represented by the wordlists, forms 
for each gloss were compared and similar ones were grouped. Although MacKenzie ultimately used her 
own judgment in grouping forms as similar, she generally conformed to the standard for lexicostatistic 
similarity described by Blair in Survey on a Shoestring (1990:31). This standard requires that half the 
phones be identical, very similar, or shown to have a regular correspondence, and half of the remaining 
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forms be somewhat similar. When readily identified, affixes were excluded from comparison, as were 
reduplication and two cases of metathesis.12 

A few other adjustments were made in applying the criteria based on the apparent phonology of the 
languages and to reduce the effect of possible inconsistencies in transcription. Forms were not considered 
dissimilar due to an [i] or [j] which occurs with another vowel in one form and is missing in the other. 
Voiced and voiceless plosives at the same place of articulation were considered identical/very similar, as 
speakers sometimes varied between the voiced and voiceless plosive in two utterances of the same word. 
Labialised and non-labialized plosives were also treated as identical/very similar, because speakers were 
not always consistent in using one or the other in the same form. Correspondences which were shown to 
be regular were also considered identical or very similar. A few examples of correspondences are 
addressed in section 2.3.2. 

Of the 170 words on the SIL standard wordlists, two of the glosses were changed. The word “bean” 
(gloss 134) was replaced with “sago” as they do not traditionally plant beans and thus do not have a 
vernacular word and the word “hand” (gloss 14) was replaced with “arm” as it seemed that “hand” and 
“foot” might be the same. 

Thirteen items were not used in any comparison. In one case, there was no word in any of the 
languages (gloss 119, “horn”). Nine items were disqualified because the same form was given for another 
item on the list. Three more items were disqualified by a combination of the two previously mentioned 
reasons and Tok Pisin words being given in one or more variety. For twenty-six items, the form from one 
or more lists was excluded from comparison for the same reasons, without the whole item being 
disqualified. The number of comparisons between each pair of wordlists therefore varied. A list of these 
glosses can be found in table 17 in the appendix. 

For twenty items, some forms were grouped as similar, although they do not meet Blair’s standard. 
For six of those items, the form on one or more lists appears to be missing a morpheme and in three of 
those cases (#6, 7, and 24), the morpheme appears to be a variation of [-un] (for one form on one list it 
is [-unum]). This morpheme also appears in item 21, but does not violate the criteria. The other three 
appear to be [-am] (22) and [-in]/[-inim] (74 and 143). It is possible that these are just cases of 
reduplication with some assimilation. For another four items, one or more forms appear to have a 
missing vowel either initially or between two nasals (26, 38, 78, and 116). 

Three of the glosses where exceptions to Blair’s standard were made have a nasal followed by a 
plosive at the same place of articulation, in one form, and one or both segments missing in the other (18, 
20, 46). A similar situation occurs in a number of other items, which still meet the criteria because the 
forms are longer. It is possible that these are actually pre-nasalized plosives and should be treated as one 
segment rather than two, or that they are a separate morpheme. In Yamandim, [mikiamba] and [mikia] 
were both given for item 82 and for item 35, [amai] was called a “shortcut” for [amandi], which gives 
some precedent for treating pairs of forms like these as similar. 

All of the forms given for item 35 were grouped as similar, although they did not meet the criteria. 
One list had a form similar to the long form (see previous paragraph) and three others had forms similar 
to the short form, and the last two did not meet the criteria, but are possibly “shortcuts” as well. Again, 
for item 11, Yamandim gave two forms (stating that they were for different persons). All the other forms 
were lexically similar to one or the other, except the Imboin-Namata form, which has an extra vowel. All 
the forms for this item were treated as lexically similar. A full list of the non-complying items can be 
found in table 17 in the appendix. 

                                                   
12 There were only two cases of apparent metathesis, items 87 and 135. Both occur in syllables which start with a 
plosive and contain a vowel and an [l]. Metathesis occurs between the vowel and the [l] in some forms. 
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2.3.2 Results 

2.3.2.1 Phonology 

Table 6. Possible consonantal phones in Nanubae, Tapei, and Andai 

Pulmonic Bilabial Labio-
dental Dental  Alveolar Palatal Post 

alveolar Velar Glottal 

Plosive p  b   t   d   k  ɡ ʔ 
Nasal m   n ɲ  ŋ  
Trill         
Tap or flap    ɾ     
Fricative  v  s ʃ  ʒ  ɣ  
Approximant w    j    
Lat. approx.    l     

 

The wordlists also had examples of labialised plosives [pw], [bw], [kw], [gw], and [mw], but these 
did not appear to be in contrast with the non-labialized plosives, as speakers sometimes fluctuated 
between productions of the same item. 

There also seemed to be fluctuation between voiced and voiceless plosives at the same place of 
articulation. The voiced ones occurred most often word-medially, particularly following a nasal, 
although they did occasionally occur word-initially. Voiceless plosives occurred most often word initially 
or finally and voiceless ones medially and occasionally initially. There may be free variation between 
[dʒ] and [tʃ]/[s].  At least once (item 141 in Yamandim), the same form was pronounced once with [dʒ] 
and the second time with [s].  According to Laycock and Z’Graggen (1975), the absence of a 
voiced/voiceless distinction in consonants is common in languages of the Sepik-Ramu Phylum. In at least 
one item (13 on the Imanmeri list) a fluctuation between [l] and [ɾ] was noted, so it is possible that they 
are not separate phonemes. 

Based on the wordlists, the phonetic inventories seem to be quite similar between the three varieties 
and thus are shown on the same charts. With the exception of Kaiyam, the glottal stop was relatively 
rare. This may be due to transcription error or may be an actual difference between the varieties. The 
palatal nasal was not very common on any of the lists and it is possible that it was an alveolar nasal 
followed by a palatal approximant. Although the relationship between [l] and [ɾ] is unclear, it should be 
noted that [l] occurs much more frequently on the Imboin-Namata and Kaiyam lists than on the others. 
[v] only occurred on the Wambrumas list and only for two items. [ɣ] was also very rare and is probably 
not a phoneme. 

A correspondence was found between word-final [k] in Imanmeri, [l] in Kaiyam and Imboin-Namata, 
and a vowel or null in Wambrumas, Awim, Imboin-Awim, and Yamandim (items 39, 44, 58, 91, 136, and 
154, though not every list for every item). Two identical vowels separated by a glottal stop in Kaiyam 
were found to correspond to a single vowel on the Imboin-Namata list (items 68, 76, 86, and 97). 
For items 53, 99, 106, and 139, Imboin-Namata and/or Kaiyam had [n] where the other lists had [j]. 

Table 7. Possible vocalic phones in Nanubae, Tapei, and Andai 

 Front Central Back 

Close i 
 ɪ ɨ 

 
u 
      ʊ 

Close-mid  e      o  
Mid  ə  
Open-mid ɛ  ʌ 
Open   ɑ 
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Note, these are possible phones. It is unlikely that all of these vowel phones are phonemes. [i], [e], 
[ɛ], [ɑ], [o], and  [u] do occur in all of the varieties but no comparison has been made to see if they are 
contrastive.  [ɪ] occurs on all of the lists except Wambrumas and [ɨ] occurs on all of the lists except 
Kaiyam. [ʊ] occurred once in Wambrumas, Imanmeri, Kaiyam, and Imboin-Awim, but was not very 
common, nor was the schwa. [ʌ] only occurred in Imboin-Awim and Imboin-Namata. 

2.3.2.2 Stress 

Stress was only marked on Wambrumas list, and even there, MacKenzie did not indicate stress on every 
word. As a result, only tentative conclusions about stress can be drawn. It appears that stress was 
generally on the ultimate syllable. If there is a suffix or it is a compound word, the last syllable of the 
stem is stressed and there may be secondary stress on the last syllable of the second morpheme. 

2.3.2.3 Morphology 

Body parts are marked to indicate possession or to whom they are attached. However, there was some 
confusion over which person was being given. Also, in some cases more than one form was given, and it 
appeared that there was a change to the stem as well. On Imboin list A (Imboin residents who identified 
themselves as speaking the Awim variety), MacKenzie attempted to get a complete paradigm for item 1, 
“head.” 
 

my head  his head our head (excl.) our head (incl.) your head (pl./dl?) 
kɑbɨk kɑbɨn kɑbɨŋ kɑbɨs kɑbɛn 

 

Verbs change depending on whether they refer to a current action, something that happened 
yesterday or will happen tomorrow. More research is needed to determine whether tense is in fact what 
is being marked. The following examples are from Imanmeri: 
 

nuŋɡumdʒɑ ɑmbɨn nuŋɡumdʒɑ mɪnɪs nɨmbɨn 
man/person go-PRES man/person sago eat-PRES 
“The man goes.” (item 177) 
 

“The man eats sago.” (item 180) 
 

nuŋɡumdʒɑ nɑi ɑnɑn nuŋɡumdʒɑ nɑi mɪnɪs nɑn 
man/person yesterday go-PAST man/person yesterday sago eat-PAST 
“The man went yesterday.” (item 178) 
 

“The man ate sago yesterday.” (item 181) 
 

nuŋɡumdʒɑ pɪndi ɑniŋan nuŋɡumdʒɑ pɪndi mɪnɪs niŋan 
man/person tomorrow go-FUT man/person tomorrow sago eat-FUT 
“The man will go tomorrow.” (item 179) 
 

“The man will eat sago tomorrow.” (item 182) 
 

Some verbs appear to have reduplication on the present tense form, such the Awim form in the 
examples from item 180 in the next section. This type of reduplication also appears to occur in one or 
more forms for item 53, 54, 56, 63, and 75. Further research is needed to determine the function of this 
reduplication. 

2.3.2.4 Grammar 

Analysis of the twenty sentences elicited in the wordlists suggests that the word order for the three 
varieties is SOV. 
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Nanubae (Yamandim village) Tapei (Awim village) 
nuŋɡumdʒa ɛjɪm nɨmbɨn nuŋɡum kaik nɨmbɨbɨn 
person yam eat person banana eat 
“The man is eating the yam.” (item 180) 
 

“The man is eating the banana.” (item 180)13 
 

Andai (Kaiyam list)    
numbwɑm waŋ nɨmbɨbɾɨn    
person yam eat    
“The man is eating the yam.” (item 180) 
 

   

The structure of the elicited phrases in the three varieties was quite similar. For the remaining 
examples, only one variety will be presented, but it can be considered representative of the grammar of 
the others as well. 

Numbers and other adjectives follow head nouns, as shown in the following examples from the 
Kaiyam list. 
 

numbwɑ kɑndɑndɑ jalɛpɛn 
person one stand 
“One man stands.” (item 174) 

 

numbwɑ kɑmin jalɛpɛn 
person two stand 
“Two men stand.” (item 175) 

 

nuŋɡum nan tɑum kindʒɑ pokol 
man big dog little hit 
“The big man hit the little dog.” (item 185) 

2.3.3 Lexicostatistics 

The percentage of lexically similar items between the seven wordlists is shown in table 8 below. See 
table 9 for the likely range of error (above or below the figure in the percentage matrix) within which 
the true percentage of lexically similar items fall. The range of error or variance is calculated from the 
lexical similarity percentage, the number of words compared, and the reliability codes14 entered in the 
WordSurv program for each wordlist (Wimbish 1989:59–60). 

Table 8. Lexical similarity matrix 

Kaiyam   
Andai 

    
80 Imboin-Namata     
53 66 Imboin-Awim 

Tapei 
   

50 59 86 Awim    
41 50 65 66 Yamandim  

Nanubae 37 44 55 53 89 Wambrumas 
39 48 58 58 81 74 Imanmeri 

 

                                                   
13 Banana has been substituted for yam. 
14 All of the wordlists from this survey were given a reliability code of D (average survey situation), due to 
difficulties in bilingual elicitation and not being satisfactorily double-checked. For further information on reliability 
codes see Wimbish 1989:31. 
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Table 9. Variance matrix 

Kaiyam   
Andai 

    
6.4 Imboin-Namata     
8.0 7.5 Imboin-Awim 

Tapei 
   

8.1 7.9 5.6 Awim    
7.9 8.1 7.6 7.7 Yamandim  

Nanubae 8.2 8.4 8.3 8.4 5.3 Wambrumas 
7.8 8.0 7.9 8.0 6.3 7.4 Imanmeri 

2.3.4 Interpretation 

The similarity percentages in table 8 point towards the presence of three languages in the Arafundi area, 
rather than one as is currently listed in the Ethnologue (Gordon 2005). This data is in line with the 
perceptions of speakers. In some cases, the percentages are somewhat lower than one might expect. For 
example, people in Yamandim stated that residents of Imanmeri speak exactly the same way they do, but 
there was only 81 percent lexical similarity. This perhaps explains why people in Imanmeri said that 
while they were in the same group as Yamandim, there were some differences in their speech. However, 
the two varieties are significantly more similar to each other and Wambrumas than either of them is to 
the Andai or Tapei lists. 

According to Wurm and McElhanon (1975:152), speech varieties are generally regarded as dialects 
of the same language if their similarity percentages are mostly above 81 percent, and as separate 
languages if they are mostly below 78 percent. The similarity percentage between the two Andai 
wordlists and between Imanmeri and Yamandim are rather close to that threshold, but acceptable. The 
similarity between Imanmeri and Wambrumas raises questions as to whether Imanmeri belongs to the 
same language as Wambrumas and Yamandim. However, considering that both Imanmeri and 
Wambrumas have higher percentages with Yamandim, it is reasonable to group them together as 
separate dialects of the same language. Considering the variance, the similarity with Wambrumas may 
actually be as high as 81.4 percent. When averaged together, Yamandim and Wambrumas share 78 
percent lexical similarity with Imanmeri. It should be noted as well that wordlists were not taken in all 
of the Andai villages and that if they had, it is likely that some of the similarity percentages within the 
language would be higher than the comparison between Kaiyam and Imboin-Namata. Average 
percentages between the three groups are shown in the following table. 

Table 10. Average lexical similarity 

Andai   
50 Tapei  
39 58 Nanubae 

 

Beyond the villages that might be postulated as belonging to the same language, each variety shares 
the most lexical similarity with those others with which it is closest or has the most contact. The Imboin-
Namata and the Imboin-Awim speakers clearly have frequent contact and they share 66 percent lexical 
similarity. Awim and Yamandim are relatively close to each other geographically and children from 
Awim go to school in Yamandim, and they also share 66 percent similarity. 

Wurm and McElhanon (1975) go on to say that languages may be considered members of the same 
language family if they have lexical similarity which is rarely less than 20 percent and mostly greater 
than 28 percent and members of the same subfamily if the percentages are rarely below 45 percent, and 
mostly above 55 percent but below 70 percent. Nanubae, Tapei and Andai clearly belong to the same 
family and Tapei could be considered part of the same subfamily with either of the other two. 
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2.4 Reported comprehension 

Beyond what can be predicted based on lexical similarity, the survey team gained an idea of 
comprehension between the varieties by asking people how well they understand each other. 
Comprehension of Yamandim, Awim and Kaiyam varieties was measured using recorded text tests. 

People in Imanmeri reported that adults can understand the speech of Wambrumas and Yamandim, 
but children might not. Since people in Wambrumas and Yamandim reported that the speech of 
Imanmeri was exactly like their own, they were not asked if they would have a problem understanding 
the speech of people from Imanmeri. People in Yamandim, Wambrumas and Imanmeri all agreed that 
the speech of the Andai villages was hard to understand; they could only grasp simple words and would 
in general use Tok Pisin to talk with these people. However, they reported fairly good comprehension of 
Tapei (Awim and Imboin); indeed, in Yamandim people said they could understand everything from 
Awim and Imboin. In the Nanubae village of Imanmeri there was less reported comprehension of Awim 
and Imboin. In fact, they said the speech from Awim and Imboin was as hard for them to understand as 
Andai was. 

The Kaiyam people in the bush camps that were visited said they could understand the Namata 
people from Imboin, but not the Awim ones, since they could not understand anything from Awim or 
any of the other river villages (Wambrumas, Yamandim and Imanmeri). 

People in Awim reported good comprehension of both Andai and Nanubae. People in Imboin 
reported that they could understand everything from Awim and Andai. They reported some level of 
comprehension of the river villages, but said they certainly would not understand everything. 

People everywhere said they could not understand the Mongolo people; only some of the old men 
who knew some of the Mongolo language could understand them. 

When asked if a six-year-old child would understand the speech of other areas it was generally 
agreed that they would not. This would imply that comprehension by adults is largely based on contact, 
rather than inherent intelligibility. In Awim it was said that some children could understand the speech 
of other villages, and in Imanmeri people reported that the children might be able to “hear” 
(understand) some of the speech from Awim, but could certainly not reply. 

In conclusion, there is no one speech variety that all people reported comprehending. Reported 
comprehension of Awim was common in several places along the river. 

2.5 Recorded text testing 

Recorded text tests (RTTs) were used to measure inherent intelligibility (that is, understanding based on 
knowledge of one’s own variety without needing to learn the other variety) between varieties spoken in 
Awim, Imanmeri, Kaiyam and Yamandim. The survey team followed the procedure described in Survey 
on a Shoestring (Blair 1990:73) with a few modifications. Deviations from Blair’s standards are explained 
below. 

2.5.1 Test design 

2.5.1.1 Record text and devise comprehension questions 

Short stories were recorded in Awim, Ndumbut (a Kaiyam bush camp), and Yamandim.15 All of the 
storytellers were men between the ages of thirty and fifty-five. 

There were some technical difficulties with the recording itself. The volume on the Kaiyam story 
was low, which did not appear to affect comprehension by Kaiyam people. However, people from other 

                                                   
15 The Awim story was two and a half minutes long, the Kaiyam story two minutes long, and the Yamandim story 
nearly four minutes long. Only the first two and a half minutes of the Yamandim story were used in the actual 
testing. 
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language areas sometimes complained that the Kaiyam recording was not loud enough. In transferring 
the Awim recording between minidiscs, there were brief moments of static interspersed throughout the 
text. However, it did not seem that the static made key points of the story unintelligible, as ten Awim 
people scored either 90 percent or 100 percent on their hometown test, even with the static. 

After each story was recorded, it was transcribed phonetically and translated phrase by phrase. 
Then the survey team designed trial comprehension questions based on the text. The recording was 
divided into tracks so that after each track, the playback could be paused and a question asked. There 
were sixteen trial questions for the Awim text, fourteen questions for the Kaiyam text, and fifteen 
questions for the Yamandim text.16 Ideally, there should not be long stretches of text between each 
question. However, storytellers included much repetition in their stories, and some longer sections of 
text were impossible to divide. After the pilot tests (see below) and subsequent removal of some trial 
questions, text length between questions varied between two and fifty-two seconds. 

During the Awim pilot test, the survey team attempted to follow the procedure described by Blair, 
where comprehension questions are recorded in the vernacular, in a voice distinct from the storyteller’s 
voice, and inserted into appropriate places in the text. However, this method was problematic for the 
following reasons: 
• Subjects often repeated the question rather than answering the question.17 
• Subjects sometimes thought that the second voice was a second storyteller interacting with the first 

storyteller. 
• Translation of the questions from Tok Pisin into the vernacular was not entirely accurate. Thus the 

survey team had no assurance that the content of the translated questions would be the same.18 
Due to these difficulties, the questions were asked directly by a surveyor in Tok Pisin for all testing 

(including pilot testing) following the Awim pilot test (the first test of the survey). If a subject did not 
understand Tok Pisin, an interpreter was available to translate. However, most subjects were able to 
speak Tok Pisin well enough to take the test without assistance. This process was much less confusing for 
people. 

2.5.1.2 Record practice test 

A short story was also recorded in the Awim, Kaiyam and Yamandim varieties to serve as a practice test. 
There were five brief sections, each followed by a question in Tok Pisin. The purpose of this test was to 
orient the subject to the procedure. The practice story content was always dictated by a surveyor, then 
translated into the vernacular and recorded by a local person. Each subject took a practice test before 
taking any other test (pilot or hometown). 
  

                                                   
16 Standard RTT procedure requires fifteen trial questions, but the team was only able to devise fourteen questions 
due to lack of content in the text. 
17 This difficulty was also encountered by Rueck and Jore on the survey of Dima language in Milne Bay Province 
(2001:7). Since that time, it has been standard practice for the PNG survey team to ask RTT questions in the trade 
language, with the help of an interpreter, if necessary. We attempted Blair’s procedure again on this survey, hoping 
to be able to use traditional RTT methods, but this procedure seemed to be equally confusing for Awim residents as 
it had been for Dima speakers. 
18 It is impossible to accurately score a test if the questions asked in one test location differ from the questions asked 
in another location. 
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2.5.1.3 Pilot testing 

Each text and series of comprehension questions was pilot tested with between nine and eleven speakers 
of the same variety as the text.19 The goal was to eliminate any ambiguous or confusing questions and 
identify correct answers. The responses of the pilot test-takers were used to judge responses in the target 
language areas; if a person from a target language area answered the same as local language speakers, 
then the answer was considered correct. 

Ideally, test subjects should be able to answer all pilot test questions accurately. However, no ten 
questions were answered correctly by all subjects. For the Awim RTT, three questions were chosen that 
had been missed by one person each during pilot testing, two questions that had been missed by two 
people, and one question that had been missed by three people.20 For the Kaiyam RTT, five of the 
questions chosen were answered incorrectly by one subject, and one question was selected that had been 
missed by two people. For the Yamandim RTT, three questions were chosen that had been missed by one 
person during the pilot testing.  

According to Blair, good questions should ideally produce test scores of 100 percent when given to 
the local speakers, and a test that yields an average score of less than 90 percent should not be used. 
Once the bad questions were removed, subjects’ average scores were as follows: Awim 93 percent, 
Kaiyam 93 percent, Yamandim 97 percent. 

It should be noted that the Kaiyam pilot test served as the hometown test for subjects from the 
Andai area due to lack of people available to take the test. Each subject took the pilot test, and answers 
to all 14 questions were noted. Immediately following the pilot test, they took the other tests (Awim and 
Yamandim). After all subjects finished the pilot test, answers were compared and correct answers 
identified. Problematic questions were thrown out, and then the test was scored to serve as the 
hometown test. Only one subject had to be disqualified based on a low hometown test score.21 Before the 
pilot testing was complete, the survey team visited an Awim bush camp called Baikam, where two 
subjects took the Kaiyam RTT with all 14 pilot test questions. After the Kaiyam pilot testing was finished 
in another village farther down the river, the problematic questions were eliminated from the Baikam 
subjects’ answers, and their tests were scored as though they had taken the test only with the final ten 
questions. 

2.5.2 RTT sampling 

2.5.2.1 Macro-level sampling 

Recorded text tests were designed and tested in each of the linguistic varieties reported in the area 
covered by the survey. In the Nanubae group, Yamandim was chosen over Wambrumas because its 
population was large enough to make testing feasible and because it was unclear until after the survey 
was in progress whether or not Imanmeri belonged to the language group. 

Awim was chosen over Imboin to represent the Tapei dialect because the survey team was informed 
that most residents of Imboin were out in the bush at the time of the survey, thus making it difficult to 
find enough subjects to participate in the testing. Subsequently, the team learned that Imboin is a 
linguistically mixed community with high levels of contact between the variety spoken in Awim and the 
variety spoken in Namata. Thus, Imboin would have been a poor choice for a location to develop an 
RTT. 

                                                   
19 In the Andai area, it was only possible to have nine people participate in the pilot testing, even though standard 
procedure requires ten participants. The Kaiyam story was pilot tested with people from Kaiyam, Andambit, 
Awarem, Namata and Piyagambit. All of these villages are in the same dialect area as Kaiyam. 
20 Two of the subjects may have answered this question incorrectly because of inaccurate translation of the recorded 
questions. With only one exception, subjects who had the question clarified in Tok Pisin answered correctly. 
21 Although this subject’s parents were both from Kaiyam and he was a resident of Kaiyam, he spent most of his life 
in another language area and was unable to answer many questions on the Kaiyam RTT. 
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The survey team originally planned to develop the Andai RTT in Namata, but were unable to go to 
Namata due to flooding. Due to difficult travel conditions and time constraints, it was impossible to 
reach either of the other main villages in the mountain area (Kaiyam and Kupini). The survey team 
visited Ndumbut, one of the Kaiyam bush camps, developed the RTT there, and pilot tested the text with 
subjects in that camp as well as another nearby camp. They tested one additional Kaiyam man in Iniai, 
who was visiting friends in another language area. 

2.5.2.2 Micro-level sampling 

The survey team planned to test at least ten people in each village where testing was conducted, as ten is 
the minimum number generally accepted for an RTT sample. Since the goal of the RTT was to test 
inherent intelligibility rather than bilingualism, it was necessary to find subjects with a low level of 
contact with the other languages/dialects. Due to a variety of constraints, the survey team was unable to 
meet these ideals. 

Eleven subjects were tested in Awim, including two subjects staying in an Awim bush camp called 
Baikim. Nine Andai subjects were tested on one text  and nine on another text in the Andai area.22 Nine 
subjects were tested in Yamandim, and eight subjects in Imanmeri. These low numbers were due to: 
• People’s absence from the village. Many people were away from their villages because they were 

harvesting sago or cutting lumber to sell for profit. In Ndumbut (Kaiyam bush camp), there were 
very few possible subjects due to low population. 

• People’s reluctance to participate in the testing. Many people refused to take the test, even after the 
importance of having ten subjects from each location was explained. Women were especially 
hesitant to take the test. Many hid in their houses, and some took off running when they saw a 
surveyor approaching to ask them to take the test. In one village, the kaunsil (an elected local level 
government official, responsible for a ward area) explained that it was not women’s custom to listen 
to stories, and that was part of the reason they did not want to participate. Others said that women 
were afraid because they could not speak Tok Pisin. When it was explained to them that an 
interpreter was available, most still refused to participate. With the exception of Yamandim (where 
five of the subjects were male and five female) there were more male than female subjects. Total 
numbers of females tested and not disqualified were: Awim 1, Andai 3, Imanmeri 2, Yamandim 5. 

• Subjects’ difficulty in understanding the test procedure. Before taking a test on another language or 
dialect, each subject first took the test of their own variety, called “hometown test.” The purpose of 
the hometown test was to screen out those who have difficulty taking tests. Generally, it is best to 
test only subjects who score 90 percent or above on their hometown test. If necessary, subjects who 
score 80 percent on their hometown test may be tested on the other texts. Of those who were 
willing to participate in the testing, eight subjects in Awim and three subjects in Yamandim scored 
below 80 percent on their hometown test and were thus unable to take the other tests. It seemed 
that subjects with little or no education were less likely to understand the test procedure, probably 
because they were unfamiliar with a question/answer test format. Subjects’ education levels are 
listed in appendix 8.3. 

• Problems with the hometown test in Imanmeri. Throughout the survey, it was consistently reported 
that Imanmeri and Yamandim belonged to the same group, with only slight differences (if any) 
between the speech varieties of the two villages. It was therefore assumed that the Yamandim RTT 
could be used as the hometown test for Imanmeri. However, seventeen people in Imanmeri scored 
below 70 percent on the Yamandim test. This suggests that there is significant difference between 
the dialects and/or that most people did not understand the test procedure. Blair (1990) states that 
subjects who score as low as 70 percent may be included in the sample, so people who scored 70 

                                                   
22 The nine subjects in table 18 do not include the storyteller himself (subject B15), because his good score on the 
hometown test cannot conclusively show that he is a good test taker. He could have scored well only because he was 
familiar with his own story.  
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percent or 80 percent on the Yamandim text were included in the sample.23 Unfortunately, by the 
time it became clear that the Yamandim hometown test was inappropriate for use in Imanmeri, 
there was not enough time to create an Imanmeri hometown test.24 

2.5.3 Influence of contact 

It was impossible to find ten willing subjects in each area who had little or no contact with the other 
areas where tests were developed. As discussed above, finding subjects at all was challenging, leaving no 
opportunity to be selective about contact. Each subject’s contact level is listed in Appendix B.2. 

In the Andai area, eight subjects correctly identified the Awim storyteller as being from Awim, but 
only one correctly mentioned his name. One subject incorrectly identified the Awim storyteller as being 
from Yamandim. Four subjects correctly identified the storyteller as being from Yamandim, though none 
mentioned his name, and five people incorrectly identified the storyteller’s home village. Four of these 
thought he was from outside the Yamandim dialect area (either from Awim or Imboin), while one 
guessed he was from Wambrumas. This suggests low contact between Yamandim and the mountain area. 

In Awim, seven subjects correctly identified the Kaiyam storyteller as being from Andai, and four 
could identify him by name, indicating a high level of contact between the groups. 25 All eleven subjects 
correctly identified the Yamandim storyteller as being from Yamandim, and five knew him by name. 
This suggests a high level of contact between Awim and Yamandim. 

In Yamandim, all nine subjects correctly identified the Awim storyteller as being from Awim, 
although none identified him by name. Only two subjects correctly identified the Kaiyam storyteller as 
being from Kaiyam, and no one identified him by name. Three thought he might be from Namata, one 
guessed Awim, two said Imboin, one person said in the Meakambut area at the head of the river, and one 
person said they didn’t know.26 

In Imanmeri, seven of the eight subjects correctly identified the Yamandim storyteller’s home 
village as Yamandim, and one mentioned him by name. The other subject thought the storyteller was 
from Wambrumas. All eight subjects correctly identified the Awim storyteller as being from Awim, but 
none mentioned him by name. 

Since subjects with medium and high contact levels were included in the sample, it is likely that the 
test results reflect some amount of bilingual overlay in addition to inherent intelligibility. In any case, it 
may be assumed that the level of inherent intelligibility is not higher than the level of intelligibility 
enhanced by bilingualism. 

2.5.4 Test administration 

Order of tests: 
1. Practice test. A subject could listen to the recording of the practice text more than once, questions 

could be repeated, and the process reviewed until the surveyor felt that the subject was familiar 
enough with the test-taking procedure to proceed to the hometown test. 

2. Hometown test. Subjects scoring below 80 percent (70 percent in Imanmeri) did not participate in 
further testing. 

3. Other dialect/language tests. Order of the tests was varied to control for effects that the order of tests 
could potentially have on average scores (e.g. subject fatigue). 

                                                   
23 Only one person achieved this score. No one in Imanmeri scored above 80 percent on the Yamandim text. 
24 During the RTT questions, five subjects in Imanmeri said the Yamandim story was easy to understand, while three 
said it was hard. Two said that the storyteller’s way of speaking was exactly the same as theirs, while the remaining 
six said it was a little bit different. This is another indication that it would have been good to have a unique 
hometown test for Imanmeri residents, if time had permitted. 
25 Of those who stated the village incorrectly, two said Namata, and two said Imboin. 
26 One of these people guessed both Namata and Imboin. 
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4. Post-questions. After each test (except for the practice test), the surveyor asked a few questions (see 
section 2.6) to gauge people’s attitudes toward the language spoken in the story. 

2.5.5 Results 

Recorded text tests are designed to measure inherent intelligibility between languages or dialects. The 
level of inherent intelligibility gives some indication of how well speakers of two different varieties can 
understand each other. As discussed in section 2.5.3, the results of the RTTs from this survey probably 
reflect inherent intelligibility with some bilingual overlay, since many participants had contact with 
speakers of the other varieties being tested. In any case, it may be assumed that the level of inherent 
intelligibility is not higher than the level of intelligibility enhanced by bilingualism. The results of the 
RTTs are shown in table 11. 

Table 11. Recorded text test results 

  Test site 
Text Awim Kaiyama Yamandim Imanmeri 

Awim 93% 28% 31% 16% 

Kaiyam 56% 93% 13% 14% 

Yamandim 55% 19% 89% Xb 
a Mountain area. 
b It is not possible to include an intelligibility score for Imanmeri on 
the Yamandim text, since there was no adequate hometown test in 
Imanmeri. In Imanmeri, those who scored 70% or above on the 
Yamandim RTT were considered competent test takers and were 
tested on the other RTTs. 

 

The shaded boxes in the table above represent subjects’ average score on their hometown text. As 
one would expect, these scores are high. 

ILAC conference recommendations (1991) indicate that an RTT score of 75 percent is the lowest 
acceptable indicator of comprehension. Joseph Grimes states that at 85 percent or above, “it is 
reasonable to speak of the dialect cluster as a single language from the linguistic point of view…. In 
between, 70 percent to 85 percent, is an area of marginal intelligibility where some communication is 
satisfactory and some is not” (1995:22). The scores reflected in table 11 are well below these accepted 
thresholds, suggesting that the varieties spoken in Awim, Kaiyam and Yamandim should be considered 
three distinct languages. These villages correspond to the three groups identified in section 2.2: Tapei 
(Awim), Andai (Kaiyam) and Nanubae (Yamandim). 

The variety spoken in Imanmeri is clearly a distinct language from the varieties spoken in Awim and 
Kaiyam. No definitive statement can be made about inherent intelligibility between Yamandim and 
Imanmeri, since there was no RTT from Imanmeri itself. However, the difficulty in finding subjects in 
Imanmeri who were able to score even 70 percent on the Yamandim RTT suggests that there is 
significant difference between the two speech varieties. 

Most of these results correlate with the reported data in section 2.2. People tested in villages that 
reported not being able to understand each other, or only minimally (Yamandim and Imanmeri with 
Kaiyam and vice versa) scored less than 20 percent on average. This could be due to the fact that most 
respondents for the language use interviews were older men, who have had more contact with Awim, 
whereas those tested were primarily younger or middle aged men and women. Respondents in Imanmeri 
were accurate in their assessment that the speech of Awim was as difficult for them to understand as that 
of Kaiyam, scoring on average 16 percent and 14 percent on the respective texts. It appears that 
residents in Yamandim overestimated their comprehension of Awim, since they claimed they could 
understand most everything, and yet the average score for Yamandim subjects on the Awim text was 31 
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percent. However, when considered in relation to their comprehension of Kaiyam (of which they 
reported being able to understand a minimal amount), they could certainly understand more of Awim. 
Equally, the people in Awim reported being able to understand everything of both Kaiyam and 
Yamandim, and yet only scored on average 56/55 percent. This may be simply a difference in the 
interpretation of what constitutes being able to “understand everything.” See section 2.6 for a discussion 
of reported comprehension and attitudes. 

These results correlate with the lexicostatistical data discussed above in section 2.3. Residents in 
Awim scored similarly on both the Yamandim (55 percent) and Kaiyam texts (56 percent), and in terms 
of lexical similarity there was only a difference of 8 percent in lexical similarity between Awim and 
Yamandim (58 percent) and Awim and Kaiyam (50 percent). In addition, both Kaiyam and Yamandim 
residents scored significantly higher on the Awim text than they did on each other’s texts. This once 
again correlates with their lexical similarity percentages, which were both higher with Awim than with 
each other. Tapei as the language of Awim should therefore be considered central in terms of 
intelligibility and lexical similarity in the Arafundi group of languages. 

2.6 Language attitudes 

During the language use interviews, people were asked questions aimed at investigating which village 
and speech variety is the most prestigious. 

Among the Nanubae villages, there was no consensus on the most prestigious village in the dialect 
group. In Yamandim and Wambrumas, people listed Yamandim as the most important place because of 
the school and aid post. However, in Imanmeri people felt that their own village was more prestigious. 

It was reported on two occasions that among the Andai villages (in Imboin, and from a man who 
had grown up in Namata) that Namata was really the most important place and that their speech was the 
purest. However, there was said to be no real difference between the speech of different villages in the 
mountains. 

In Awim people said that their dialect had the most prestige and other people liked to hear them 
speak. Also there were a lot of women from Awim married to Imboin, which they felt made Awim an 
important village. 

The over-reporting of comprehension of other varieties in Awim, and of the Awim variety by 
Yamandim respondents, as outlined in section 2.5.5, may be an indication of positive attitudes towards 
the other languages in the area. But equally, since comprehension of other languages increases with 
contact, it may be that those present for the language use interview had more contact than those who 
took part in the RTT testing. 

2.6.1 Post-RTT questions 

After listening to each RTT text, subjects were asked a series of questions. These questions were designed 
to evaluate subjects’ attitudes toward the texts they had heard, including the perceived prestige and 
correctness of the variety, ease of understanding and its degree of similarity to the subject’s own variety. 
Question four assisted in gauging contact levels, including whether the subject was familiar with the 
story and/or storyteller personally. 

Post questions: 
1. Is it easy or hard for you to understand this story? 
2. Does the storyteller speak your language well? 
3. Is his language exactly the same as yours? [If not] Is it a little bit different, or is it another language 

altogether? 
4. Where is he from? (Sometimes the subject was also asked if he knew the storyteller’s name.) 
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5. Which story is clearest to you (with the exception of the story from your own area)?27 
In general, there were no clear attitudes towards other varieties that became evident through asking 

these questions. Most often, people reported that the other varieties were hard to understand. If they had 
been scoring highly, but reporting this, then one might conclude that there were negative attitude issues 
involved in their responses. However, since in general people did not score highly on the comprehension 
texts, it can be concluded in this situation that they were simply reporting that the texts were in fact 
hard for them to comprehend. Some people, despite low test scores, reported that the other varieties 
were easy to understand. For example, seven people from Awim said the Kaiyam story was easy to 
understand.28 This might display a positive attitude towards Kaiyam, although it could also be an 
attempt to save face. 

Question two did not provide meaningful data, as many subjects misunderstood the question and 
answered that the storyteller spoke his own language well. 

Similarly, question three gave no clear indication about attitudes. As previously mentioned (see 
section 2.2), while “language” is the standard translation for the Tok Pisin word tokples, it was unclear if 
people in this area held the same definition for the term, and this sometimes created confusion. For 
example, when asked about the Yamandim text, one man in Awim replied “Wankain, tasol narapela nek, 
narapela tokples.” This could possibly be translated, “It’s the same, but another dialect, another 
language.” This statement recognizes some linguistic similarity alongside some linguistic difference, but 
further than that, it is hard to draw much from this or from similar statements given in response to this 
question. 

When asked which variety was easier to understand, there was no clear indication of a preference 
for one text over another, other than based on actual comprehension.29 

2.7 Summary 

Reported data regarding dialect and language boundaries points to the presence of three groups within a 
larger grouping of similar speech varieties in the Arafundi area. The opinion as to whether these groups 
represent dialects of the same language or separate languages varied from group to group. The Andai 
villages in the mountains identified themselves as a separate language. The Nanubae people along the 
flatlands grouped themselves together as a distinct group within a larger grouping, including Awim and 
the Andai. Awim residents considered themselves a separate speech variety, part of a larger language 
grouping with both Andai and Nanubae. Imboin was reported to be a mixed village, identifying both 
with Awim and Namata. 

Despite the lack of overall clarity regarding the distinction between dialects and languages in 
reported data, in terms of linguistic similarity it seems fair to conclude that the three groups mentioned 
above should be considered separate languages within the same language family. A preliminary analysis 
indicates that they are all similar in terms of grammar, morphology and phonology. Tapei is 
linguistically central, sharing 50 percent lexical similarity with Andai and 58 percent with Nanubae, 
which share 39 percent with each other. The only language to show significant dialect distinctions 
within it is Nanubae, where Imanmeri shared 78 percent lexical similarity with Wambrumas and 
Yamandim. 

Recorded text testing indicated that the three identified groups were not mutually intelligible. The 
highest comprehension was by Awim residents, of the Yamandim text (56 percent). However, even this is 
well below the threshold of the accepted RTT score of 75 percent as the lowest acceptable indicator of 

                                                   
27 This question was asked after all tests were administered. 
28 Although one clarified his comment saying that it was easy for him to understand, but that the story was not 
really clear, and two others said it was “a bit” easy. 
29 For example, five subjects in Imanmeri said the Awim story was easier to understand than the Kaiyam story; two 
said the Kaiyam story was easier, and one said they were equally difficult. Subjects in Imanmeri scored higher on the 
Awim text than on the Kaiyam text, so it is logical that the majority of people would say the Awim story was easier 
to understand. 
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comprehension (SIL 1991). Given the problems connected with the use of the Yamandim text as the 
hometown test in Imanmeri, further testing would need to be conducted in order to ascertain the levels 
of comprehension between Yamandim and Imanmeri. It seems unlikely, based on reported data, that the 
level of comprehension between these two dialects is low. However, reported data about comprehension 
levels in other areas often indicated a higher level of comprehension than the RTT testing revealed. 

Given the low lexical similarity and low levels of comprehension, it is therefore recommended that 
the three groupings as reported by the people of the Arafundi area be considered three separate but 
related languages, referred to in this report as Andai, Tapei and Nanubae.30 

3 Language vitality 

3.1 Explanation of goal and methodology 

A second goal of the survey was to determine if the three languages in the Arafundi area displayed signs 
of linguistic vitality. If these are the languages that communicate best to the people of the Arafundi area 
(i.e. if speakers are not switching to another language), there is more potential for a good vernacular 
language development programme. 

Linguistic vitality was assessed directly by asking people questions relating to language use and 
views of language shift as part of sociolinguistic interviews. Throughout the survey, the team sought to 
remain alert to the use of language around them. Additional factors affecting language vitality were 
investigated, such as vernacular education, demographics and group identity, by means of the language 
use, contact patterns and culture interviews. While the language use and the contact patterns 
questionnaires were completed with a mixed group (males and females of different ages) in each village, 
the culture interviews, with the exception of Awim, were conducted with all-male groups. 

Levsls of bilingualism were also investigated. The survey team used group interviews to record 
reported comprehension and ability to communicate in other languages, including Tok Pisin, English and 
neighbouring vernaculars. 

3.2 Language vitality 

3.2.1 Reported language use by adults 

See the following tables for reported language use for adults, men and women respectively, in six 
villages: Awim, Imboin, Imanmeri, Kaiyam, Wambrumas and Yamandim. In each village, the group was 
asked to choose a person in each age and gender category to represent their peers. That person was then 
asked which language he or she uses to speak to certain people. For each category, the number in the 
charts below is the number of villages in which a person of a given age group uses a particular language 
to talk to certain people. For example, one village reported that married men use Tok Pisin when 
speaking to their parents. Answers of wanwan ‘some’ were given a value of half. The age groups are 
abbreviated as follows: ym – young men, unmarried; yw – young women, unmarried; mm – married men 
(whose children are not yet married); mw – married women (whose children are not yet married); om – 
old men; ow – old women. 
  

                                                   
30 See section 1.2 for an explanation of the choice of language names. 
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Table 12. Men’s language use 

 

Vernacular Tok Pisin 

ym
 

m
m

 

om
 

ym
 

m
m

 

om
 

You to your parents 6 6  1 1  
You to your brothers and 
sisters 6 6 5 1.5 2 1 

You to your wife  6 5  2 1 

You teach your (grand) kids  6 5  2.5 1.5 

You scold your (grand) kids  6 5  4 2 

Your wife to your kids  6 5  2 1 

Your parents to your kids  6   1.5  

Your parents to you 6 6  0.5 2  
 

Table 13. Women’s language use 

 

Vernacular Tok Pisin 

yw
 

m
w

 

ow
 

yw
 

m
w

 

ow
 

You to your parents 6 6  1 1  

You to your brothers and sisters 6 6 6 1.5 1 0 

You to your husband  6 6  1 0 

You teach your (grand) kids  6 6  1 0 

You scold your (grand) kids  6 6  1 0 

Your husband to your kids  6 6  2 0 

Your parents to your kids  6   1.5  

Your parents to you 6 6  0.5 1  
 

There were no villages where it was reported that the adults do not use their own vernacular in 
communication with family members. The score of five given for old men in table 12 is due to there 
being no old men in Awim. In all villages, with the exception of Imanmeri, when Tok Pisin is used, it is 
secondary to the use of the vernacular. However, in Imanmeri both married men and women said they 
primarily speak Tok Pisin to their children. 

Yamandim and Kaiyam reported that men and women use only vernacular in all the relationships 
outlined above. Imboin and Awim did not report any use of Tok Pisin by women, but Awim did report 
fairly extensive use of Tok Pisin by men, reporting that they mix Tok Pisin and the vernacular 

See table 14 for responses for the same six villages reporting language use in certain domains. A 
value of half was given for the answer wanwan “some”. 
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Table 14. Language use by domains 

What languages do you use when: Vernacular Tok Pisin 
Arguing with family 6 4.5 
Praying at home 6a 5.5 
Organizing wedding or funeral feasts 6 3 
Joking 6 4 
Playing sports 6 5 
Talking to outsiders who know your language 5 1 
Talking to outsiders in town 0 6 
Going to courtb 5c 5.5 
a In Wambrumas this was qualified as primarily referring to women, in 
Awim it was said to refer to old people 
b This largely depends on where the court is held. If it is village court, 
then they will use both Tok Pisin and the vernacular. If they go to court 
in Amboin, it will be all in Tok Pisin. 
c In Awim only town court is used (Amboin was referred to), hence no use 
of the vernacular. 

 

The vernacular is used in every village, in every domain where it could potentially be used (i.e. with 
insiders). However, there is also some use of Tok Pisin. In general, Tok Pisin was listed as secondary to 
the use of the vernacular, and is primarily used with outsiders. 

In the Andai village of Kaiyam, use of Tok Pisin was not reported to be extensive. They qualified 
every statement about the use of Tok Pisin with the phrase “if they know it.” 

Similarly, in the Nanubae villages of Wambrumas and Yamandim, the vernacular was reported to 
always take precedence (with the exception of organising weddings in Wambrumas, where Tok Pisin was 
mentioned first). In Yamandim, people said they would always start in the vernacular, but then often use 
Tok Pisin to repeat what they had been saying. This seems to be a common feature especially of arguing, 
where Tok Pisin may be used as a sign of prestige, to give weight to what is being said, and possibly so 
that a wider audience (including people who are married in to the area and may not speak the 
vernacular) will also hear the argument. 

In the village of Imanmeri, use of Tok Pisin is more extensive than in the other villages of the same 
Nanubae group (Wambrumas and Yamandim). People reported that they have two languages, adding 
that it’s now the time for Tok Pisin (“I gat tupela toktok i stap namel long mipela, nau em i taim bilong 
Tok Pisin”). When talking about arguing within the family, praying at home and playing sport they 
reported that Tok Pisin takes the lead (“Tok Pisin i go pas”). 

In Awim, use of Tok Pisin is primarily restricted to young and married men. One man reported that 
“all the important, real men can speak Tok Pisin” (“Ol manman stret i tromoi Tok Pisin”). It appears that 
the use of Tok Pisin by men is considered to be prestigious. Thus, when arguing and praying, men are 
more likely to use Tok Pisin than the vernacular, and when joking or playing sport they mix the 
vernacular with Tok Pisin. Similarly, in Imboin, use of Tok Pisin is largely restricted to men, though 
unlike Awim, joking and arguing are virtually always in the vernacular. 

A tentative list, ranking villages’ amount of Tok Pisin use (from least to greatest) would start with 
Kaiyam, then Wambrumas/Yamandim, Imboin, Awim and finally Imanmeri. With the exception of 
Imanmeri, the use of Tok Pisin is not so extensive among all members of the community that it makes 
vernacular language vitality questionable. 

3.2.2 Observed language use by adults 

The team observed that amongst adults the vernacular was dominant in all villages visited on the survey. 
Although there was use of Tok Pisin, particularly for arguments, scolding children, and official village 
business, such as announcements or discussions about village court, the vast majority of adult 
communication was in the vernacular. 
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In general, it was observed that women are not particularly proficient in Tok Pisin and certainly do 
not use it a lot. In particular, the women in the Kaiyam camp of Ndumbut and those from the Andai area 
married to Imboin could not communicate very well in Tok Pisin. With the exception of Imanmeri 
village, the women in the Arafundi area were very shy and it was hard to interact with them. This could 
be due to their lack of confidence in Tok Pisin, although sometimes it seemed to be an excuse for their 
not wanting to participate in the RTT testing. 

The team noted more Tok Pisin use among men in Imanmeri, Awim and Yamandim than in 
Wambrumas, Imboin or Kaiyam, but this was limited to the domains of commanding people to do things, 
praying and scolding children. The vernacular was still dominant overall. 

When talking with children, parents most commonly would use the vernacular. There was some use 
of Tok Pisin when talking to children in all of the villages, more so by men than by women, except in 
Ndumbut (Kaiyam camp) where the adults did not speak to the children in Tok Pisin. When people did 
use Tok Pisin with children it was commonly not full sentences, but short commands, like “sit down.” 
The one exception to this was Imanmeri, where parents were frequently heard speaking to their children 
in Tok Pisin. 

3.2.3 Reported children’s language use 

In all six villages where group interviews were conducted, it was reported that all children know the 
vernacular. With the exception of Imanmeri, children in all villages were reported to learn the 
vernacular first. 

In Andai the children were reported to exclusively use the vernacular in all of their interactions 
with parents, siblings and friends. Respondents in Kaiyam reported the same for all the Andai villages, 
perhaps with the exception of Kupini, where the children reportedly also know Tok Pisin due to 
intermarriage with Maramuni. However, they said that nowhere was Tok Pisin dominant. There were 
some reports of Kaiyam children mixing Tok Pisin with the vernacular, but it was not reported to be 
extensive. 

In Awim and Imboin, children reportedly use some Tok Pisin in addition to the vernacular when 
speaking to parents, siblings (Awim) and playmates (Awim and Imboin). However, the vernacular was 
reported to be dominant. In Imboin, people said “Their foundation/base is the vernacular, later they will 
learn Tok Pisin” (“Ol i bes long tokples, bihain ol bai kisim Tok Pisin”). In Awim they said the children 
do not really learn Tok Pisin until they are nine or ten years old, and even then the girls are very shy to 
speak it. 

In Yamandim and Wambrumas in the Nanubae area, children reportedly use the vernacular for all 
of their interactions. They were said to occasionally mix in some Tok Pisin, but not extensively. In 
Imanmeri, respondents said that the children know the vernacular, but primarily use Tok Pisin. Children 
were said to learn Tok Pisin first and then the vernacular. They said that often the children do not know 
the vernacular well, and when they do use it their mothers have to correct them. The children mix a lot 
of Tok Pisin when they do speak in the vernacular. 

3.2.4 Observed children’s language use 

With the exception of Imanmeri, the vernacular was dominant among children in all the villages visited. 
In all villages other than the Kaiyam camp the children were also heard to mix some Tok Pisin with the 
vernacular, but no more than their parents did, and, if they mixed any Tok Pisin, they did so less than 
their parents. The Kaiyam children did not use any Tok Pisin among themselves, with the exception of 
the children of a lady who was married in from another language group. Some of the older children in 
Kaiyam did appear to understand Tok Pisin, and one used it when speaking to a member of the survey 
team. 

Children in Imanmeri were observed using Tok Pisin among themselves all of the time. During a 
visit to the elementary school, the survey team observed that children were all speaking Tok Pisin to 
each other. While observing younger children playing in the village for several hours, they were never 
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once heard using the vernacular. However, several other children were heard responding to an adult in 
the vernacular. 

Imanmeri was the only village where children’s language use indicates a cause for concern with 
regards to vernacular vitality. In all the other villages, children can and do use the vernacular the 
majority of the time. 

3.2.5 Factors affecting language vitality 

3.2.5.1 Education 

Although both the elementary schools in Yamandim and Imanmeri were established as vernacular 
elementary schools, the teachers in both areas reported difficulties with using the local language for 
instruction. 

The teacher in Yamandim is from Imanmeri, where they speak a variety of Nanubae (reported by 
the teacher as Aunda). He likes to teach in the vernacular and encourages the use of the vernacular by 
the children when they are at school. However, many children at the school come from Awim and it is 
hard for them to understand Nanubae, so he uses Tok Pisin and the vernacular in the classroom. The 
children from Awim, Imboin and Wambrumas were reported (by the teacher in Yamandim and 
community members in Awim, Imboin and Wambrumas) to use Tok Pisin with their classmates in 
Yamandim. However, when information was gathered for table 15 (section 3.3) people reported limited 
comprehension and use of Tok Pisin by children in all of the villages surveyed, with the exception of 
Imanmeri. It may be that when referring to the general level of Tok Pisin among children, the 
community members were thinking of children who don’t attend school (either because they were too 
young or because they had dropped out or never attended). 

The teachers at Imanmeri Elementary School are all from Imanmeri village. They reported using 
both the vernacular and Tok Pisin in their classes. Parents in Imanmeri primarily use Tok Pisin with their 
children. This makes it hard for the elementary teachers to use only the vernacular because the children 
do not really understand it well. The children were reported to use mostly Tok Pisin when they were at 
school. 

Neither of the elementary teachers interviewed reported having any textbooks in the vernacular. 
One teacher in Imanmeri reported that it was hard to prepare lessons in the vernacular. 

Teachers in Imanmeri reported that Krambat Primary School (where children from Imanmeri 
attend) uses English and Tok Pisin as languages of instruction. The children are meant to use English 
when at school and may be punished if they do not do so. 

It appears that elementary teachers’ efforts to teach in the vernacular and their positive attitude 
toward vernacular use contribute positively to language vitality. These efforts are being hampered in 
Imanmeri due to children’s lack of knowledge of the vernacular, and also in Yamandim because the 
children come from multiple language groups. At the primary level, all education is in Tok Pisin. Thus, it 
cannot be said that education is contributing positively to linguistic vitality. 

3.2.5.2 Demographics 

Based on immigration information gathered in six villages (Imboin, Imanmeri, Awim, Yamandim, 
Wambrumas and Kaiyam), immigration to the area accounts for less than 2 percent of the total 
population.31 Of these, half are immigrants from one Arafundi area to the other (e.g. from Nanubae to 
Tapei, or Andai to Tapei) and the other half are from different areas of the Sepik, Madang Province and 
Enga Province. With the exception of one man from Yimas who immigrated to Imanmeri due to 
marriage, all the immigrants are women who have married in to the area. 

                                                   
31 This calculation was based on the number of immigrants (31) divided by the population of the 6 villages for which 
immigration information was gathered. 
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The majority of the women married in to Andai mountain villages are from the Maramuni dialect of 
Enga. In addition to collecting demographic information about Kaiyam, while in Ndumbut the survey 
team also sought information about the other Andai villages. It was reported that there was at least one 
Maramuni woman married in to each village of Kupini, Andambit, Namata and Awarem. In Kaiyam 
village itself there were reported to be two Maramuni women. 

Women married in from other areas reportedly speak Tok Pisin with other people, though many 
were trying to learn the local language and could understand it. Their children were all reported to be 
learning the local language. The children of the Maramuni women in the Andai area were all reported to 
be learning both Andai and Maramuni. Some children whose mothers were from other areas of the Sepik 
were reported to use only Tok Pisin, while others were reported to use the local language. Data on this 
was inconclusive, as there were few women married in from other areas of the Sepik who had children. 

It is hard to comment on language use by women married in from different areas of the Arafundi 
language family, since these questions were not asked consistently. However, Awim respondents 
reported that women married in from other groups in the Arafundi language family had all taken on the 
speech variety of the Awim village. Similarly, in Wambrumas, it was reported that the one lady who had 
married in from Awim now spoke like the people in Wambrumas. In Imboin, the team sat with a group 
of women married in from Awim, Kupini and Namata. They were speaking in the vernacular, and it 
seemed they could largely communicate, though it is uncertain how much of their speech had been 
affected by living in such a mixed community. 

There is very little emigration from the area. Only forty-two people from the six villages were 
reported to have emigrated from their language area. This is just over 2 percent of the total population 
for the Arafundi language family. Of these, there was an almost even split between male and female 
emigrants. Half of the female emigrants had married men from other groups within the Arafundi 
language family. The men had largely emigrated to industrial centres such as Wewak, Lae, Ramu and 
Rabaul. Of the male emigrants reported, over half were from the one village of Imanmeri. This can 
probably be accounted for by the higher general level of education in Imanmeri, which meant more men 
were qualified to work outside of their village. This is in sharp contrast with the Andai area, where only 
one man was reported to have gone to work on Karkar Island over 30 years ago, and another more 
recently to Lae.32 

Of those who had emigrated, a fairly large percentage from Yamandim, Awim and Imanmeri have 
moved to Yimas (seven women and four men). There is a small settlement of Nanubae people at Yimas; 
they moved there to look after children sent to attend school at the community school in Yimas.2 These 
people were reported to still use their own language. The children of people who had emigrated to Yimas 
from Yamandim and Awim were said to know their parents’ language, but the children of people from 
Imanmeri were reported to only know Tok Pisin. 

People who have emigrated to other areas of the Sepik were reported to return and visit their home 
villages during holiday times. Their children were mostly reported to only know Tok Pisin. People who 
had emigrated farther away (to Ramu, Lae, Kavieng) reportedly do not visit, and their children do not 
know their parents’ language. 

In conclusion, the Arafundi area people are not being inundated by immigrants. Though those who 
marry in do not necessarily learn to speak the language well, they are not a significant proportion of the 
population, and their children are reported to speak the local vernacular. Similarly, with regards to 
emigration, the rate is very low, and so emigration does not affect language vitality. 

3.2.5.3 Group identity 

Information about group identify was gathered by using the culture questionnaire to guide group 
interviews with small groups of people, usually several men, including older and younger men. These 

                                                   
32 Although the demographic information was collected from the Kaiyam residents, questions were also asked about 
the rest of the Andai area, and it was reported that other than these two men, no men had left the area to work 
elsewhere. 
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group interviews were conducted in Imboin, Imanmeri, Awim, Yamandim, Wambrumas and the two 
Kaiyam camps of Ndumbut and Piyagambit. 

There is a certain extent to which people in the Arafundi area consider themselves to be one group, 
distinct from the other language groups that neighbour them, such as Yimas and Alamblak. Use of the 
name Penale to refer to all people in the area, and the names Tuaimunda and Mem, which include both 
river and mountain villages, are an indication of this. However, the Nanubae villages more readily 
include the Andai villages as part of the same group than vice versa. People in Imboin often associate 
themselves with the mountain Andai villages. There are certain cultural events such as singsing 
(traditional dances) which divide the groups. 

Traditional products and methods 

There are many cultural features that are shared by all of the Arafundi area villages. The people make 
their homes in the same way, with sago palm frond roofs, black palm floors and sago palm walls. There 
is usually one large room, where people both eat and sleep. Three or four families share one house. The 
houses are built on posts several metres off the ground. Cooking is done inside rather than outside of the 
house. They all have the same way of processing sago and the same way of hunting. People from all 
areas eat mainly processed sago, which is fried and then folded. 

People are maintaining the production of traditional objects such as string bags, grass skirts, nets, 
canoes, paddles, and spears. All along the Arafundi River people make a special kind of three-legged 
stool. Young girls were reported to know how to make string bags and grass skirts. Young men were 
reported to know how to make spears and canoes. There were several garamut drums (slit gongs) in the 
villages, but only old men were reported to know how to make these. Middle-aged men were reported to 
know how to make kundu drums. 

There are some things that are unique to different villages, or groups of villages. The way people 
decorate their spears was reported to be unique to the Andai area (reported in Imboin). They decorate 
the handle with special marks made from rat teeth. People in Yamandim also reported having a certain 
kind of spear handle that was distinct to their village, as did those in Imanmeri. Women in Wambrumas 
make a kind of basket for catching fish that is unique to their village. 

The influence of education is creating a divide between Imanmeri, Yamandim and Wambrumas. 
One man reported that while Yamandim and Wambrumas were linguistically their wantoks (speakers of 
the same language) culturally they are not the same with regard to lifestyle choices (such as sleeping 
under a mosquito net). 

Clans and leadership 

Each village is divided into several clans. Clan affiliations extend to other villages within the area, and 
across the wider East Sepik Province. Members from the same clan, therefore, have obligations to each 
other that are wider than their own village or area network. People have a strong sense of affiliation to 
their clan. Common clans in the area are the hornbill, hawk and pig. Each clan has its own land where 
they can harvest sago, plant gardens, hunt and fish. It is a serious offence to encroach on another clan’s 
ground to gather food. 

Each clan has a leader who is in charge of that clan’s ground. When he dies, either his brother or 
son will become leader.33 In addition to clan leaders, each village also has three other leaders: the komiti 
(who is a village representative and reports to the kaunsil), who is responsible for a ward area, and a 
magistrate, who conducts the village court system. 

                                                   
33 An exception to this was given in Wambrumas where people said that clan leadership did not pass directly from 
father to son/brother, but rather that leadership is passed to whoever knows the tumbuna (traditional/ancestral) 
stories well. 
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Sister exchange 

All of the areas visited practice sister exchange for marriage, where a woman from one clan will marry a 
man from another clan, thus requiring the man’s clan to send a female relative (not necessarily a direct 
sister) to marry someone in the original bride’s clan. If there is no exchange, then the bride price 
increases considerably (from about K200 where sister exchange occurs to K1000 in the event that it does 
not). Interestingly, the Andai clans (not including Imboin) only exchange brides amongst themselves and 
with Maramuni. In Yamandim it was also noted that if no female is available to be exchanged, then the 
family that receives the bride may send a child back to the other clan as payment (usually one of the 
children born to the bride). However, the system for sister exchange does not always operate now, since 
young people often decide for themselves who they want to marry. 

“Singsing” (traditional dances and songs) 

There are some similarities between the singsing styles of the villages visited. Everyone in the Arafundi 
area has certain singsing that are only conducted in homes. People in Imboin called these kaundjambi. In 
addition, people in Imboin reported that they also have singsing that are conducted outside in the open 
air, called aimaru; however, the people in the Nanubae villages do not have these kinds of singsing. In 
both of these singsing men will use kundu drums and sing, while women will wear grass skirts and dance 
and sing. 

The celebration for the birth of a baby is called a kandere (a relative from the mother’s side of the 
family) party, since the relatives of the mother of the baby will come over to the house when the baby is 
about one year old, and have a singsing inside the house. People in Kaiyam said they did not have this 
kind of kandere party, but all other areas reported this event as one where singsing would often take 
place. People in Awim said they did have kandere parties, but more often than not would just have 
modern music and beer. 

Although the style and occasion for singsing may be similar, the actual words and specific singsing 
are not shared over the whole Arafundi area. The Andai people in the mountains have their own singsing, 
with their own unique way of decorating themselves and their own special words and music. However, 
they reported that currently they do not practice the singsing much.34 People in Awim said their singsing 
was the same as Imboin and Namata. Imboin also included the Karamba people in the same singsing 
tradition as themselves. In Imboin, people said they have singsing to celebrate the New Year, which 
would be aimaru, and others to celebrate the building of a new house or birth of a baby, which would be 
kaundjambi. They also reported that singsing are used for love magic and to gain power for a successful 
hunt. 

The singsing of Yamandim, Wambrumas and Imanmeri are distinct from those listed above. In 
Wambrumas it was reported that their singsing was the same as Yamandim and Imanmeri. However, in 
Imanmeri people said that the Wambrumas’ singsing had the same words but a different beat. They also 
said that Yamandim had stolen the Imanmeri singsing and forgotten their own. People in Wambrumas 
reported having singsing to celebrate the construction of new houses. People in Imanmeri would also 
have a singsing for people who have left the village to complete grade ten or twelve at a school outside 
the area. When these students came back, people would have a singsing to celebrate with them. 

“Haus man” and initiation rites 

In the past, all villages in the Arafundi area used to have a haus man (men’s house) where teenage boys 
were sent to live for a specified period, during which they would be schooled on how to be men, how to 
hunt and how to take care of their families. In addition, men of the village would often go and sleep in 

                                                   
34 Later on people said that they did do singsing to gain power for hunting and fishing. 
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the men’s house, especially before a big fight or a hunting trip. In this way, the men believed they gained 
extra power that would enable them to win a fight or be successful in hunting. 

Such initiation rites for boys have not been conducted since the 1950s. Men in Imboin reported that 
they still teach the boys many of the things that they used to teach them in the men’s house, but not so 
formally or over a specific period of time. 

The men’s house constructions remained until as late as 1995 in Imanmeri and 2004 in Yamandim. 
Now it is more common to find a smaller haus win (a small shelter with seating) where men may gather 
to talk. Women may also sit in a haus win. These haus win often belong to specific clans. 

Summary of group identity 

People in the Arafundi area identify primarily with their clan, then with their village, other villages 
nearby and lastly the wider Arafundi area. There is a definite feeling among the Andai villages that they 
are distinct from the Nanubae villages and vice versa. Many of the traditional items they produce are 
similar, as are cultural cultural practices marriage, clan membership and singsing. However, particularly 
in the area of singsing it is possible to see the Andai/Nanubae divide once again, with Awim and Imboin 
identifying more with the Andai villages. Some areas are leaving the more traditional practices relating 
to sister exchange and singsing. 

Given that maintenance of traditional practices has a positive influence on group identity and 
groups with stronger group identity are more likely to maintain their language, it appears that group 
identity in the area is a positive force for language vitality in each of these areas. 

3.2.5.4 Language attitudes 

In general, people in the Arafundi area have a positive attitude towards the use of their own vernacular. 
When asked which languages they wanted their children to know well, people always said their own 
vernacular, followed by Tok Pisin and then often English.35 Even in Imanmeri, where language vitality is 
low, people said that the children should learn the vernacular. 

When asked whether their language would still be around in twenty years, people gave differing 
responses. In Ndumbut Kaiyam camp, respondents were sure it would be “until the end of the world.” In 
Wambrumas and Awim people said it really was impossible to know, it all depends on what their 
children do. People were similarly unsure about what their children would speak when they grew up. 
Only in Yamandim did people feel that they would use only the vernacular. In all other villages people 
reported that most likely they would use both Tok Pisin and the vernacular, particularly if they went to 
school. Respondents in several places (Yamandim, Imanmeri) commented that their language use would 
also be dependent on whether they stayed in the village or moved/married elsewhere, in which case 
they would be more likely to use Tok Pisin. No one stated that the children might use only Tok Pisin; 
they thought the children would use both the vernacular and Tok Pisin, recognising that it depends on 
the choices their children make. 

People expressed that they would all like to read books in the vernacular if they were available. 
People all over the Arafundi area said they enjoyed listening to stories in the vernacular, particularly 
tumbuna (traditional/ancestral) stories. However, in Yamandim, Awim and Imboin, people also reported 
listening to stories in Tok Pisin, particularly if it was a funny story or if there were outsiders present. 

Presently, people listen to Scripture readings in Tok Pisin. In Kaiyam, Wambrumas and Imboin it 
was reported that the readings are then translated into the vernacular. All villages reported that they 
would like to read the Scriptures in their own language if they were available.  

The use of Tok Pisin in arguments, village court and other official village business indicates that Tok 
Pisin is regarded as a prestige language. People were generally ambivalent about children mixing Tok 
Pisin with the vernacular. On several occasions (Wambrumas and Awim), people stated that mixing was 
                                                   
35 In Imboin people said English first, because the children already know Tok Pisin. It appeared that they understood 
the question to be, “What languages would you like the children to know in addition to those they already know?” 
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a positive thing, as it gave children the chance to practice their Tok Pisin. The only other example of 
mixing was given in the Kaiyam camp where they said the children sometimes mix in some words from 
Maramuni, which makes the adults laugh. 

In summary, people hold positive attitudes towards both their own vernacular and Tok Pisin. Since 
the vernacular is dominant among adults in all the villages, it can be concluded that they value the 
vernacular more highly than Tok Pisin. 

3.3 Bilingualism 

Reported bilingualism in Tok Pisin is shown in table 15. 

Table 15. Ability to use, understand and speak Tok Pisin 

Language Village Young 
Men 

Married 
Men 

Old 
Men 

Young 
Women 

Married 
Women 

Old 
Women 

Children  

Andai Kaiyam Yes Yes Noa Understand, 
some speak 

Understand, 
some speak 

No Understand, 
some speak 

Nanubae Imanmeri Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Yamandim Yes Yes No Yes Understand, 

hard to 
speak 

No Understand, 
hard to 
speak 

Wambrumasb Yes Yes Speak a 
little 

Yes Yes Speak a 
little 

Speak a 
little 

Tapei Awim Yes Yes - (died) Yes Understand, 
some speak 

Some 
understand 
a bit 

Understand 
but not 
speak 

 Imboin Yes Yes Under-
stand, 
don’t 
speak 
very 
well 

Yes Yes Some 
understand 

Some 
understand 

a Didn’t mark anything down in Kaiyam. One Kaiyam man who grew up in Namata said the old men didn’t really speak Tok 
Pisin. 
b Nothing was marked on the sheet for young and married men and women in Wambrumas. However, based on the use of Tok 
Pisin by both men and women to help with questionnaires and the wordlists it seems that apart from old men and women, 
people in Wambrumas could speak Tok Pisin. One lady of approx 60 years helped with the wordlists; she could speak Tok Pisin 
but was not particularly proficient. 

 

The village where there was greatest bilingualism with Tok Pisin was Imanmeri. The village with 
the least was Kaiyam. In general, men were more proficient than women. However, other than 
Imanmeri, none of the villages surveyed in the Andai, Nanubae or Tapei areas reported the ability to use, 
understand and speak Tok Pisin by all sections of society (children, young adults, adults and old people). 

Other than Tok Pisin, Wambrumas reported that most adults had a little knowledge of Yimas, a 
neighbouring language. Similarly, people from Kaiyam reported that most adults know some Maramuni. 

Only people who have been to school know English. Given the relatively low level of education in 
the area, this means there are very few people who speak English. 

3.4 Summary 

The reported data, observations and analysis of factors affecting linguistic vitality all point to strong 
linguistic vitality for Andai and Tapei.  
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In the Nanubae area, linguistic vitality in Imanmeri is low, with the children primarily speaking Tok 
Pisin. Linguistic vitality is high, however in the villages of Wambrumas and Yamandim. Given that these 
three villages represent two different dialects, and speakers of the Wambrumas/Yamandim dialect show 
little sign of following the language shift evident in Imanmeri, their dialect is vital and should be 
considered for language development.36 Given that Tok Pisin is the first language of children in 
Imanmeri, it seems likely that in the next few generations, the residents of Imanmeri will shift 
completely to Tok Pisin in all areas of life. Therefore, at this point, no language development is 
recommended for the Imanmeri dialect of Nanubae. 

There was an expressed interest for vernacular literacy work in all areas, including Imanmeri.37 
With the exception of Tok Pisin in Imanmeri, there is no language that all members of these 

communities are proficient in, other than their own.  

4 Religious organisations 

4.1 Explanation of goal and methodology 

The third goal of the survey was to find out about the religious organizations in the Arafundi area and 
their language use patterns. Specifically, the survey team sought to identify all religious organizations 
currently active in the area, get a brief overview of their history, learn about current leadership 
including leaders’ training and whether or not they speak the vernacular, and ascertain what languages 
are used in religious services. 

Institutional support is a key factor in ethnolinguistic vitality (Giles et al. 1977 and Fasold 
1987:221). In Papua New Guinea, the church is often the primary institution functioning at the local 
level. In order to evaluate church interest in and potential support for a language development 
programme, the survey team interviewed leaders from the Catholic church and PNG Revival Church.38 
Unfortunately, due to problems in accessing the mountain villages, the team was unable to speak with 
leaders from any of the Lutheran churches. They were able to speak with Kaiyam people about the 
Lutheran church in Kaiyam. The team asked questions relating to vernacular use in the church and 
attended church services of the Catholic and PNG Revival Church in order to observe language use. 
Again, due to problems in reaching the mountain area, the team was not able to attend any Lutheran 
services. Interviews were guided by the church questionnaire developed by the sociolinguistics 
department of SIL-PNG. 

4.2 History of mission work 

Information in this section reflects data as reported by church leaders to the survey team. 

4.2.1 Catholic church 

The Catholic mission started in Amboin around the time of the Second World War. Later, in the 1960s 
and 1970s, local Catholic churches began in Imanmeri (1960s, St. Paul’s), Yamandim (1970, St. Lucas’), 
Awim (1974, St. Paul’s), Imboin (1976, St. Rafael’s) and Wambrumas (date unknown, St. Valentine’s). 

                                                   
36 Given the problems with the RTT testing in Imanmeri, comprehension levels between Yamandim/Wambrumas 
dialect and Imanmeri could not be confirmed, and it is not known whether in fact both these dialects could use the 
same literature anyway. 
37 The elementary teachers in Imanmeri expressed a desire to teach in the vernacular, but were hampered by lack of 
materials, and the fact that few of the children spoke the vernacular. 
38 In Yamandim the leaders of the Catholic church were not available so members of the community were asked 
about the church. 
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4.2.2 Lutheran church 

The Lutheran mission in the area was begun in the 1980s by German missionaries. Originally, their work 
was based in Enga Province. In 1982 the mission came into the south of East Sepik Province and began a 
mission station in Kaiyam. Later, churches were added in Kupini, Namata, Andambit and Awarem. In 
2004 a new church building was opened in Kaiyam. 

4.2.3 PNG Revival Church 

There is only one PNG Revival Church in the area, in the village of Imanmeri. This church was started 
around 1992 by a man from the village who went to Wewak and brought the idea for the new church 
back with him. It is the first PNG Revival Church in the Karawari River area. 

4.3 Present religious leaders 

All village churches in the Arafundi area have local leadership. 
In the Catholic church, each village has a KST (Community Steering Team) chairman who directs 

the work of the church. KST leaders are elected by the local community and receive several days to one 
week’s training from the parish priest. In addition to the KST, there are communion ministers, music 
ministers, charismatic leaders, prayer leaders and acolytes. These roles may be filled by more than one 
person (several villages have more than one prayer leader) and one person may fill two roles (e.g. prayer 
leader and acolyte). The charismatic leaders, whose primary role is to lead the weekly prayer meetings, 
attend courses in Wewak several times a year.39 Men who hold offices in the Catholic church have 
typically completed grade five or six, although some of the KST chairmen had not completed any 
schooling. 

There are three catechists in the area: a Yimas man who is based at Amboin and covers Awim, 
Yamandim and Wambrumas; a catechist in Imboin; and a catechist in Imanmeri. Catechists travel to 
Wewak to be trained in leading baptism and marriage classes. The parish priest is based at Timbunki. He 
is responsible for Amboin, Kaningara, and Kimbunge Parishes. He speaks English.40 

In the Lutheran church, each village has its own pastor, who is from the local area. The pastors may 
rotate to different churches in the Kupini Circuit, which includes Namata, Kupini, Kaiyam, Awarem and 
Andambit. These pastors were reported to have received training in the Highlands for one or two years. 

Leaders in the PNG Revival Church in Imanmeri are local men. The current leader attended grade 
six, and the previous leader had completed grade ten. They attend training for one week at a time, four 
times per year, in Wewak or the Highlands. The area pastor is located in Angoram. PNG Revival Church 
headquarters are in Wewak. 

4.4 Language use in services 

The Lutheran church uses Tok Pisin for its liturgy. It was reported that “Tok Pisin takes the lead, then 
the vernacular follows.” There is some use of the vernacular for prayer by the pastor and the 
congregation. The Scripture readings are in Tok Pisin. The sermon is in Tok Pisin, with some translation 
into the vernacular. The same is true for announcements. There are songs in both Tok Pisin and the 
vernacular. When the Sunday school or youth group meets, they use both Tok Pisin and the vernacular. 
No Lutheran services were attended to confirm the above through observation. 

                                                   
39 In Awim the charismatic leader said he had not attended the past two courses since he did not have the money to 
go to Wewak. 
40 He may be from Poland. 
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In the Catholic church, the liturgy is also conducted and Scriptures read in Tok Pisin. See table 16 
for other reported language use. Where two or three languages are listed, they are listed in the order 
given by respondents. Usually people will cite whichever language is dominant first. 

Table 16. Reported language use in the Catholic church 

 Songs Spontaneous 
Prayer 

Announcements Sermon Youth Service Women’s 
Fellowship 

Awim Tok Pisin 
English 

Vernacular 
Tok Pisina 

Vernacular 
Tok Pisin 

Tok Pisin 
Vernacular 

Vernacular 
Tok Pisin 

Vernacular 
Tok Pisin 

Imboin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Vernacular 
Tok Pisin 

Tok Pisin 
Vernacularb 

Imanmeri Tok Pisin 
Englishc 

Tok Pisin 
Vernaculard 

Tok Pisin Tok Pisin N/A Tok Pisin 
Vernacular 

Yamandim Tok Pisin 
English 
Vernacular 

Tok Pisin 
Vernacular 

Tok Pisin 
Vernacular 

Vernacular 
Tok Pisin 

Tok Pisin 
Vernacular 

Tok Pisin 
Vernacular 

Wambrumas Tok Pisin 
Vernaculare 

Vernacularf 
Tok Pisin 

Vernacular 
Tok Pising 

Vernacular 
Tok Pisinh 

N/A N/A 

a During the charismatic prayer meetings Tok Pisin is said to be dominant. 
b If led by men it will be primarily in Tok Pisin; if by women, then both will be used. The women always 
respond in the vernacular. 
c There were reported to be some vernacular songs, but these were not used during services. 
d The prayer leader reported using the vernacular. 
e A few songs have been translated into the vernacular. 
f Usually the women. The young people who know Tok Pisin pray in Tok Pisin. 
g If people from Awim are present. 
h The sermon is given in the vernacular, then repeated in Tok Pisin. 

 

There were no churches where the use of the vernacular was not reported at all. However, in most 
churches there was reported to be more use of Tok Pisin than the vernacular. 

The survey team attended Sunday services in both Awim and Imboin. On both occasions the 
services were conducted almost exclusively in Tok Pisin. During the sermon in Imboin there was some 
use of the vernacular. Even when using the vernacular, the leader inserted many Tok Pisin words like 
nogat, traim, and tingting. Overall, there was more use of Tok Pisin than the vernacular during the 
sermon. In Awim, the leader used only Tok Pisin in the sermon, with the exception of a brief statement 
in the vernacular, for which he apologized to the survey team. It is therefore likely that the presence of 
the team influenced his language use, and he may well have used more of the vernacular if they were 
not present. All the songs in both churches were in Tok Pisin. The announcements were all in Tok Pisin, 
with the exception of an announcement in Imboin about the use of guitars, which was given partly in 
vernacular and seemed to include a rebuke for part of the congregation. 

The PNG Revival Church services were reported to be conducted exclusively in Tok Pisin, with some 
use of English. 

At present, there are no church materials available in the vernacular and the use of the vernacular 
in church services is limited. However, people expressed an interest in using the vernacular Scriptures if 
they were available (see section 3.2.5.4 for expressed interest in language development). 

4.5 Summary 

The vernacular is used rather minimally in Arafundi area churches. However, given that all the church 
leaders are local men, it seems there is potential for translated literature to be used in church services. 
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Members and leaders from all denominations expressed that they would use vernacular Scriptures if they 
were available. 

5 Other information 

In addition to the aforementioned goals, the survey team sought to collect other information that would 
be relevant to personnel who might wish to work in the Arafundi area. 

There is an airstrip at Munduku, and another one at Karawari. From either of these airstrips, the 
river villages can be accessed by canoe or motorboat. It takes about three to four hours to get to Imboin, 
the farthest village. From Imboin it is possible to hike to Namata when the river is not flooded. This 
takes five to six hours. From Namata one can hike over to Andambit, Kaiyam and Kupini. Kaiyam and 
Awarem can be reached by canoe (with approximately a one hour hike up to Kaiyam). Trails in the area 
are fairly overgrown with many logs and vines. The Lutheran Mission is currently coordinating the 
construction of an airstrip at Kaiyam. This will make access to the Andai area a lot easier. The team was 
unable to visit any of the mountain villages, so it is not known if there are any areas suitable for 
helicopter landings. 

In several of the villages it was common to find that most people had gone out hunting or looking 
for sago, and would then sleep out in the bush. This was the case in Awim and Kaiyam. There was an 
additional Awim camp over on the Karawari River. People at the Kaiyam camp had been there for over a 
month. 

There are no trade stores in the area. In several of the villages visited, food was short since the 
people’s sago and gardens were far away. It is likely that a team allocating in the area would need to 
supply all their own food. 

There is an aid post in Kupini, one in Yamandim and a health centre at Amboin. If people need 
serious medical attention they go to Amboin, or people from the mountains go to Mabisenda in Enga 
Province.41 At the time of the survey, the aid post in Yamandim was closed because there was no aid post 
orderly. Malaria and diarrhoea are common. In addition, Yamandim and Imboin reported that there were 
many cases of tuberculosis. 

All villages are within walking distance of water for drinking and bathing. In Imanmeri, the people 
have dug several shallow wells that they use for washing. All river villages have at least one metal water 
tank for collecting drinking water. 

No serious crime problems were reported in the area. 

6 Recommendations 

There are at least three groups with differing speech varieties identified by the people in the Arafundi 
area.42 Given the low lexical similarity and low levels of comprehension between these groups, it is 
recommended that the three groupings be considered three separate but related languages, referred to as 
they are in this report as Andai, Tapei and Nanubae.43 

Given the high linguistic vitality and lack of bilingualism in the three groups (with the exception of 
Imanmeri), it is recommended that Tapei, Andai and the Wambrumas/Yamandim dialect of Nanubae be 
considered for language development. 

                                                   
41 Location unknown. Possibly this refers to Wapenmanda? 
42 Potentially four, as mentioned in the last paragraph of section 1.2. See also “Notes on the 'Mongolo' Speech 
Variety” (Kasell 2009 [2005]) for further discussion of this fourth variety. 
43 See section 1.2 for an explanation of the choice of language names. 
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Appendix A: Lexical similarity 

Table 17. Exceptions and disqualifications for wordlists 

Item 
# Gloss 

Excluded 
from 
Comparison 

Reason for No Entry or 
Disqualification 

Exception 
to Blair’s 
Standard 

Reason for Exception or 
Other Comment 

3 Mouth Disqualified Confusion with ‘tooth’ and 
‘chin’   

6 Neck   WI (Y) Missing morpheme 
7 Belly   MNK Missing morpheme 
9 Knee W Appears to be ‘leg’   

11 Tongue   N 
Forms similar to one or the 
other of Y, except N which 
has an extra vowel. 

14 Hand>Arm    Changed to ‘arm’ 
15 Foot W Again appears to be ‘leg’   
18 Forehead   N Missing nasal-plosive cluster 
19 Chin I ‘Tooth’ + ‘bone’   
20 Elbow   Y Missing nasal-plosive cluster 

22 Leg  
Used same term given in 
#9 & #15, seemed to be 
the general term. 

AYM Missing morpheme AYM 

24 Liver   M Missing morpheme 

26 Blood   I Has initial vowel missing in 
others 

27 Baby Disqualified ‘small’, and possibly ‘child’   
28 Girl Disqualified ‘small’ and ‘woman’   

29  Boy Disqualified Most contain ‘small’ and 
‘man   

30 Old Woman Disqualified Most contain ‘big’ and 
‘woman’   

31 Old Man  WAYMI Most contain ‘big’ and 
‘man’   

35 Mother   WAMN 
Short and long given in 
Wambrumas; most others 
similar to one or the other 

38 Name   YI [mem] seems to have gone to [m] 

44 Flying Fox W ‘blak koki’ (black 
cockatoo)?   

46 Frog   AY Missing nasal before plosive 
49 Person WYI Same as ‘man’   

52 He lies 
down Disqualified Forms very similar to #53 

‘sleeps’   

54 He walks   AK Different tenses (see 
morphology) 

62 He knows N Same as #61   
63 He drinks Disqualified Same as #56, ‘he eats’   
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65 He kills KA Appears to be ‘hits’ + 
‘dies’   

67 It burns   N Epenthesis to separate [tl] 
cluster? 

69 He swims W Appears to be ‘water 
goes/walks’  Glosses as such in other 

villages 

72 He catches    W Past? Several W verbs end 
this way. 

74 He laughs   I  Missing morpheme 
78 Good    Y Missing initial vowel 
88 Round Disqualified ‘egg’ or ‘flat’   
95 Sand W Tok Pisin   

96 Mountain K Specific mountain in 
Kaiyam area   

103 Cloud W ‘white’   
114 Meat A Probably ‘animal’   
116 Egg   I Missing vowel between nasals 
118 Feather Disqualified Same as ‘hair’   
119 Horn Disqualified No word exists   

125 Three   I Form in phrase 176 meets 
criteria.  

126 Four WAYM No word, or ‘two two’   
127 Five Disqualified No word, ‘hand’ or ‘thumb’   
128 Ten WAYM No word   
129 Taro WI Tok Pisin   
130 Sugarcane W Tok Pisin   
131 Yam WA Tok Pisin   

133 Sweet 
potato YAMN Tok Pisin   

134 Bean > 
sago  

There was no word for 
‘bean’, so ‘sago’ was used 
instead.  

M Extra morpheme (possibly 
reduplication) 

148 Yellow W Tok Pisin   
149 Red W Tok Pisin   

150 Green Disqualified WAYMN Tok Pisin. I – 
‘white’   

152 All N Same as #151 ‘many’   
154 That W Same as #153 ‘this’   

159 Yes   I [jau] considered similar to 
[jo] & [ja] 

165 We two WY Same as ‘two’   
166 You two W Same as ‘two’   

167 They two Disqualified  WYI  Same as ‘two’, MN 
No data   

170 They (pl) KYI Same as for ‘you (pl)’    
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Appendix B: Recorded text tests 

B.1 RTT free translations 

See section 0 for an explanation of test design. The texts elicited by the surveyor are named below. 
Three RTT transcripts are referred to in B.2 and elsewhere in this Electronic Survey Report. These 

texts are the intellectual property (IP) of individuals who are (in the year of publication) impossible to 
locate in order to acquire IP permission. Out of respect for their IP rights, the publisher has chosen to not 
include their text transcriptions (and free translations) here. 

These texts are identified as follows: 
 
B.1.1 Awim 
 
B.1.2 Kaiyam 
 
B.1.3 Yamandim 
 
To request access to these archived stories for research purposes, please contact  
 
SIL Language and Culture Archives  
7500 W. Camp Wisdom Road  
Dallas, TX 75236-5629 USA  
 
Alternatively, go to https://www.sil.org/contact, and choose “Archives”. 

B.2  RTT subject scores 

Categories are as follows: ym – young man, unmarried; mm – married man whose children are not yet 
married; om – old man; yw– young woman, unmarried; mw – married woman, whose children are not 
yet married; ow – old woman. 
 

Contact levels were defined as follows: 
Low: Does not travel to the dialect area where test was designed, has no relatives from the area 

where the test was designed (although not all subjects were asked about whether they had relatives from 
the other areas). 
 

Medium: Travels infrequently to the area where the test was designed and/or has relatives from the 
area where the test was designed. (At least one subject was put into this category because he said he had 
many friends from the area in question.) 
 

High: Travels often to the area where the test was designed, and/or stayed in the area for three or 
more weeks and/or was educated in the area where the test was designed.   
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Table 18. Andai subjects 
Subject 
Number Category Education Home village Hometown 

test score Contact-Aa Awim Contact-Yb Yamandim 
B16 mw None Andambit 10 Medium 4 Low 2
M13 mm Grade 4 Awarem 9 High 0 High 0
M16 mw None Awarem 9 Low 0 Low 0
A21 ym None Kaiyam 9 Low 3 Low 2.5
B13 mm None Kaiyam 10 Medium 5 Medium 3
B14 mm None Kaiyam 9 Medium 4.5 Low 3
M15 mm None Kaiyam 9 Medium 1 Medium 2
M14 mw None Namata 9 Low 5 Low 2
A18 mm 2 yrsc Piyagambit 9.5 Low - Medium 3

Average 
score    9.28  2.81  1.94 

Standard 
deviation    0.44  2.17  1.18 
Sample  

size    9  8  9 
a Contact level with Awim, Imboin 
b Contact level with Yamandim, Wambrumas, Imanmeri 
c Tok Pisin school 

Table 19. Awim subjects 

Subject Number Category Education Hometown 
test score Contact-Ka Kaiyam test 

score Contact-Yb Yamandim 
test score

A28 mm Grade 6 9 Medium 5 Medium 4
A35 ym Grade 4 10 Medium 7 Medium 8
B17c mm None 8 Medium 4 Low 6
B22 ym None 9 Medium 6 Medium 6
B23 ym Grade 2 9 Medium 5 High 4
B25 ym Grade 2 9 Medium 6 High 7
B26 mm Grade 4 10 Medium-Highd 6 High 4
M18e mm Grade 6 10 High 6.5 High 7
M23 ym Grade 2 9 Medium 6 High 6
M24 mm Grade 6 10 Medium 4 Medium 4
M26 mw Grade 6 9 Medium 6 High 5

Average 
score   9.27  5.59  5.55 

Standard deviation   0.65 0.97  1.44
Sample size   11 11  11

a Contact level with mountain area (Kaiyam, Kupini and Namata). Also includes contact with Imboin since many Namata people 
live there. 
b Contact level with Yamandim, Wambrumas, Imanmeri. 
c Tested in Baikim camp. 
d Notes about this subject’s contact were unclear. 
e Tested in Baikim camp. 
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Table 20. Imanmeri subjects 
Subject  
Number Category Education Contact-Ya Yamandim 

test score Contact-Ab Awim Contact-Kc Kaiyam
test score

A38 yw None Low 7 Low 3 Low 1
A39 mw Grade 6 High 7 High 1 Low 1
B27 om Grade 6 High 7 High 2.5 High 2.5
M28 mm Grade 6 High 7 High 2 Medium 2
M29 mm Grade 6 Medium 8 Medium 1 Medium 2
M32 ym Grade 6 High 7 Medium 2 Low 1
M34 mm Grade 6 Medium 7 Medium 1 Medium 0
M43 om None Medium 7 Medium 0 Medium 1.5

Average 
score    7.13  1.56  1.38 

Standard 
deviation    0.35  0.98  0.79 

Sample size   8 8  8
a Contact level with Yamandim, Wambrumas 
b Contact level with Awim, Imboin 
c Contact level with mountain area (Kaiyam, Kupin, and Namata). Also includes contact with Imboin since many Namata 
people live there. 

Table 21. Yamandim subjects 
Subject 
Number Category Education Hometown 

test score Contact-Aa Awim 
test score Contact-Kb Kaiyam 

test score
A22 mw None 8 Low 2.5 Low 2
A24 mm None 8 High 1 High 0
A25 yw ? 9 Low 1 Low 2
B18 yw Grade 2 8 Medium 3.5 Low 1
B19 mm Grade 6 9 Medium 5 Low 0
B20 ow Grade 6 9 Medium 1 Low 1
M20 om Grade 5 9 High 6.5 High 3
M21 mm Grade 6 10 High 1.5 High 1
M22 yw Grade 5 10 Medium 6 Low 2

Average 
score   8.89  3.11  1.33 

Standard 
deviation   0.78  2.23  1.00 
Sample 

size   9  9  9 
a Contact level with Awim, Imboin. 
b Contact level with mountain area (Kaiyam, Kupin, and Namata). Also includes contact with Imboin since many Namata 
people live there. 
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Appendix C: Religious organisations 

Table 22. Religious Leaders 
Denomination Title Village Mother 

Tongue
Training Education

PNG Revival Leader Imanmeri Local Courses 4 times a 
year (1 week) in 
Highlands, but not 
been able to go.

Grade 6

Catholic Charismatic 
Leader 

Imanmeri Local Two 1-week training 
courses

Grade 6

Catholic Worship 
Minister 

Imanmeri Local  

Catholic Pastoral 
Worker 

Awim Local 10 weeks training at 
Tangugan

Grade 6

Catholic KST 
Chairmana 

Imboin Local 
(Namata 
dialect)

1 week training Grade 5

Catholic Catechist Imboin Local Courses in Wewak Grade 6
Catholic Acolyte Wambrumas Local Grade 6
Catholic KST Leader  Local A few days training 

from priest.
No education

Catholic Charismatic 
Leader 

Awim Local Attends training 
several times a year 
in Wewak

Not known

Catholic KST Leader Yamandim Local None None 
Lutheranb Pastor Kaiyam Local Western Highlands, 

2 years
Not known

Lutheran Pastor Kupini Local Some have been to 
the Highlands for 1 
or 2 years 

Lutheran Pastor Namata Local
Lutheran Pastor Andambit Local
Lutheran Pastor Awarem Local
a Komuniti Stia Team (Community Steering Team)
b The survey team was unable to speak with any of these church leaders. 
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Appendix D: Wordlists 

  NANUBAE NANUBAE NANUBAE TAPEI TAPEI ANDAI ANDAI
  Imanmeri Wambrumas Yamandim Awim Imboin - Awim Imboin - Namata Kaiyam
1 head kɑpɨn kɑp kɑpɑ kɑpɑ kɑpɨn kɑpɨn kɑbɑ
2 hair tumɑ dumɑ tumɑ tumɑ tumwɑ tumwɑ tumɑ
3 mouth DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED
4 nose pokok bokon pokok pokok pokon pokon boumbɑ
5 eye mɑŋɡɨk lumɡɑumɡun numɑŋɡɨk noŋɡomɑŋɡɑ noŋɡonmɑŋɡɑ oŋɡwɑinɡɛn oŋɡwɑinɡi
6 neck kumbwik kumbunɑɡimbɑ komunikiɡimbɑ kɨsɑtukɑ kumunumɡɨk kumunumbon tonbʊk

7 
belly 
(exterior) kubuisikmɑŋɡɑ kubudʒɨn kɨpusik enuŋɡwɑ enɡuk oŋɡok oŋɡokkuɾuk

8 skin kumbɨktɾɑ kumbunteɑ kumbukteɑ kumbɑduɑ kumbuktujɑ kumbɨkklɑmbɑ kumbukkombɑ
9 knee umbunɑsik NO ENTRY ɑkɨŋɡɑiɛk kɨbɨnɑsɑ kɛmbɨnɑsik kombok kombokeɡimbɑ
10 ear kunduk kundɑn kunduk kundɑ kundɨk kundupukok kundubuɡwɑ
11 tongue tɑɾmɑɾɨk tɑɾəmwɑn tɑɾɑmwɑn tɑnmɛɑ tɑnmɑiɑk tɑnmɑuɑlək tɑlmɑlɑ
12 tooth kɑndʒik kɑndʒɨn kɑndʒɨn kɑndʒɑ kɑndʒik kɑndʒik kɑndʒɑ
13 breast (her) jilɑ jɨdɨn jɨdɨn itɑ jitik ɑbʌdʒɑ ɑbiʒɑ
14 arm nɑŋɑbukkuɾɑ nɑŋɑpun nɑŋɑbɨnkɑɾɑ nɑŋɑpwɑkodɑ pwɑtɨknɑŋɑpok pwɑtɑkotɑ koɾok
    pwɑtɑkodɑ pɑɾok
15 foot pɑnɑmbɑkuɾɑ NO ENTRY pɑnbɑkɑɾɑ kodɑ pɑnbʌkkodɑ pɑndɑpʌkkodɑ pɑndɑbʊkporɑ
16 back ɑndʒɑnbʊkɛɡimbɑ inɡɑmbunɛɡimbɑ indʒiɑmbukɛɡimbɑ mɨsɨɛɡimbɑ mɛsɪkɑkimbɑ jɑnduŋokɑɡɪmbɑ jɑnduŋok
17 shoulder kikɛɡimbɑ ɡikeɡimbɑ kikiɡimbɑ ɡiɡimbɑ kik kiɑk toŋɡomok
18 forehead kɑbɨkbwimbwɑ boɡonmundɑ noɡuɡimbɨk noŋɡɨmbɑ noŋɡombok ɑuɡɑiombok ɑuŋɡɑindimbok
19 chin NO ENTRY mɑbɨniwɑijɑɡimbɑ mɑmbɑkɛɡimbɑ mɑmbɑɡimbɑ mɑmbʌk mɑmbok mɑmbok
20 elbow nuŋmun ɑɾɑŋɡɑinɑɡimbɑ nɨmɨŋɨk niɡimɨŋɑ nukumuŋok nikomoŋok muŋɡumuŋok
21 thumb kəndɑpɑm kodɨnmodɨmɡimbwɑ kɑpɑkɑɾɑ kumjɨkot kumunjɑkot nɑndokotok nɑntokoɾok
22 leg pɑnɑmbɑ pɑnɑmbɨn pɑnbɑ pɑnbɑ pɑnbʌŋ pɑntɑbuk pɑndɛbok
23 heart (pumps 

blood) kupusikmɑŋɡɑ kubudʒɨnmɑŋɡɑ kubudʒikmɑŋɡɑ kubusɑmɑŋɡɑ pupsiŋmɑŋɡɑ pujikmɑiŋɡɑ pwijɑ
24 liver jɪmuŋɑ jumuŋun jumuŋɑ jumuŋɡum jumɡuk nɑmɑiŋɡʌk ɑɲɑ
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  NANUBAE NANUBAE NANUBAE TAPEI TAPEI ANDAI ANDAI
  Imanmeri Wambrumas Yamandim Awim Imboin - Awim Imboin - Namata Kaiyam
25 bone iɡimbɑ ɑɡimbɑ ɛkimbɑ ɛɡɨmbɑ ɛɡɪmbɑ ɛɡɪmbɑ ɛɡɪmbɑ
26 blood indiɑ ndi ndɑi kɨmbɨt kʌmbʌt kʌmbʌt kombɛt
26 baby DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED
27 girl DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED
28 boy DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED
29 old woman DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED
31 old man NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY jɑwɑn jɑwɑn
32 woman nɑm nɑm nɑm nɑm nɑm nɑm nɑm
33 man nuŋɡum nuŋɡum nuŋɡum nuŋɡum nuŋɡum noŋɡom nuŋɡum
34 father ɑsɑi ɑpwi ɑpwi ɑs ɑs ɑidʒɑ ɑsɑ
35 mother ɑŋɑi ɑmɑndi ɑmɑi ɑm ɑm ɑmbis ɑmɑ
36 brother (older 

of man) ɑbɑi obun ɑpɑ opwɑ opoŋ ɛkoŋ ɛkwɑ

37 
sister (older of 
man) nɑmbɾɑik nɑmbɾɑiɑ nɑmbɾɑik nɑmbikɲɑ okwik oɡoik okoijɑ

38 name mbiɑ mɑmbɾiɑ mbiɑ mimbiɑ mimbiɑ membɑ membɑ
39 bird kɛnɛt kɨɲɨ kɛnɛ kɛnɛ kɛnɛ kɪnɛl kinɛl
40 dog tɑm tɑm tɑm tɑum tɑum tɑm tɑum
41 pig jɑt jɑɛ jɑɛ jɑɛ jɑi pɑpɑl popɑl
42 cassowary kɑlimɑ kɑimɑ kɑimɑ kɑimɑ kɑijemɑ kɑləmɑ kɑləmɑ
43 wallaby kwiɑndʊk kiɑŋtik kwiɑndɨk ɑmɑndʒik ɑmɑnsik ɑmɑindʒok ɑmɑndʒok
44 flying fox ɑluŋɡɑŋ NO ENTRY ɑiŋɡwɑŋ ɑimɡwɑŋ ɑiuŋɡwɑŋ ɑluŋɡwɑŋ ɛpɛpɑ
     ɛbəbɑ
45 rat kuntukɑi kundukwɑi kundukɑi tɛkɛpɑm tʌɡʌpɑm kombok ɑipɑlɑ
46 frog mbikit mɑɾe mɑɾe bɛkɛ ɛmbɛkɛ ɑmboɡol ɛkɑm
  wik  bɛkɛ wɛk ɑikɑm
47 snake indʒɑm ɑmbun ɑmbun kinɑm kinɑm ɑpɑŋ ɑpɑŋ
     iŋɑm
48 fish wɑndit wɑndɨ wɑndɨ kɪnɪŋ kɪɲɪŋ kɪniŋ kɪnɪŋ
49 person NO ENTRY NO ENTRY nuŋɡumdʒɑ nɪmbwɑm nʌmbwɑm nʌmbwɑm numbɑm
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50 he sits koɾobɨn kɨɾɨbɨn koɾopɨn koɾopɨn koɾopɨn koɾopɨn koɾobɛn
51 he stands jɑɾɑbɨn mɑunjɑbɨn jɑbɨn jɑbɨn jɑiɑpɨn jɑlɑpɨn jɑlɑpɨn
52 he lies down DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED
53 he sleeps jɪmbin mɛɑkimbɨn mɛɑkjimbɨn mɛɑkɑjɛmi jɛmbɨkɑijɑkɑijɑ nɛmbɨpɨn nɨbɑ
54 he walks ɑmbɨn ɑmbɨn ɑmbɨn ɑn ɑmbɨpɨn ɑmbɨbɨn ɑnɑn
55 he bites pokot bunbɑɾɛ bunpokwɛ mɑmpukupɨn pɛandɛbɛ blɛndɛlɛ pokol
56 he eats nimbisik nɨmbɨn nɨmbɨn nɛmbɨbɨn nɨmbɨbɨn nɨmbɛtɛn nʌmbʌbʌn
57 he gives it to 

me tɑisɪt tɑidʒimbɑn tɑidʒimbɨn dʒi sɨmbɨn din tɛiktin
     si 
58 he sees jɪbɨn jɨbɨk jɨbɛ jɛbɨ jɛpɛ jɛpɛl ɑnibɛl
59 he comes mɑɾikipɨn mɑɾiɡɨbɨn mɑɾikɛpɨn biki jɪn jɪn ɑnjɪn
    biki  
60 he says mɛmkɑkɑpɨn memkɑɣɑbɨn mɛmkɑɡɑpɨn memmemnen jɑŋe ɑŋmempiɛl ɑnpɑiɛl
    memmenembɨn tokwõijɑŋi  
61 he hears ikepɨn mɨmɛɡibɑn memeɡiɡi ɛɡi ɛkɛ ɛkɛl ɛɡɛl
62 he knows pundɛpɨm pundubɑn pundi pundubɨn puntupɨn NO ENTRY pundʒebɪn
63 he drinks DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED
64 he hits pokopɨn pokobɑn pokobɑn pokopɨn pokoɛ pokol tɑɡɑpɨn
65 he kills pokomɨŋɡɪt pokomiɡibɑm mɑndɑbokɑi NO ENTRY pokoɛmuŋɡupɛ pokomwiŋɡɛl NO ENTRY
66 he dies wut we we mɑni mɑnɛ kəpɛl ɑpikiɑl
67 it burns tɾokopɨn tɾioɡobɨn tɾioɡobɨn tokopin tɛukwɛ tolokol tlokopel
    teokwe  
68 it flies uɾɑŋɡup mɑundun mɑundun puɑn puʊɑn buɾɑn pulɑʔɑn
    buŋupɑɡɑpɑn  
69 he swims wubɨn NO ENTRY upɑn dɑndɑowɑn owe owɑn owɑnulɑmɑn
70 he runs suɑɾəpɨn suɑvɑmbɨn suɑipɑn jɛmbɨndɨjɛmbɨndɨɑn pɑkɑsi mentokɑʔɑn nɑmbɑnɑmbɑɑn
71 he falls down tumɪt mɑundɨmtume tɨmɛ ondupwɑijɑke ɑndubwɑiɑkɛ puɡubwɑipɛkɛ muŋɡupwɑpokonɑn
72 he catches mokot moɡomɑn mokon moɡon mokoɛ mokol mokol
73 he coughs kokoɾoŋɑbɨn koɾoŋɑɡumɑn kokɑskuɾuŋɑkɛ kokɑskokoi kokoɛ kokopɨn kokoɾokopɛn
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74 he laughs wiŋipin wiŋwiinimbɑn wiŋinimbɨn kiŋnɑ kɛŋ kɛdɛlɛpɛn kɛlɛl
75 he dances tumwɑumbubuɾu tumwɑʔɑmbubɾɑ tumɑumbɨbɨn omu ombopɨn ombopɪn tomɛɑŋɑpɨn
76 big ɑimbwɑ ɑimbwɑ ɑimbwɑ ombuɾumnɑŋɡɑ ombodɨm nɑn nɑʔɑn
77 small tɑpuɾɑp tɑbwɑ tɑbwɑ kɨmpɨnɑndʒɑ kimbɨnɑ ɑnɑnidʒɑ kindʒɑ
    tɑpupulɑp  
78 good maŋɡaikɑpɑm ɑɡibɑm ɛkipɑm ɑikiɛ embɑm ɛlikɑ nɛmbɑm
    ɛkiɑ  
    mbɑm  
79 bad ɑkɑmuŋɡɑ ɑɡɑiɡiɑ ɑɡɑikiɑ ɑɡɑikiɛ ɑkɑikiɑ ɑlikɑ ɑllikɑ
80 long piɡəlɑ piŋɡiɑ piŋɡiɑ piŋɡinɑŋɡɑ piŋɡi piŋɡɛl piŋɡɛl
81 short mɑŋɡumbɑ mɑŋɡumbwɑ mɑŋkumbɑndʒɑ mɑmbɑndʒɑ mɑmbwɑindʒɑ mɑmbwɑidʒɑ mɑmbwɑndɑ
82 heavy mikɑmbɑ mikiɑ mikiɑmbɑ pumbuŋɑ mɪki mɛsiɑ mɛsiɑ
83 light wuɾɑŋɡuɾɑ wiɑŋɡiɑ wiɑŋɡiɑ pɑiɑkɑ pɑiɑkɑ pɑlɑkɑ bumbuŋɡɑɾiɑ
84 cold nuŋɑŋ eɑɡimbɑ eɑɡimbɑ eɑɡimbɑ ɛɑ ɛliɑ ɛliɑ
85 warm jɑmbɑŋɡo jɑmimɡimbɑ jɑmbɑŋɛɑ jɑmbɑŋɛ jɑmbɑŋɛ nɑmbubulɑ nɑmbubuliɑ
86 new kɑk kɑɡiwɑ kɑk kɑk kɑk om oʔom
87 old mɑlɑklɑ tɑbuɡwɑ tɑbuɡwɑ puɑ puɑ mɑlɑɡɑl mɑlɑɡɑl
87 round DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED
89 wet jɪmbɑŋo mɑumuɾe mɑumuɾe jɪmbeɑ jɪnɛɑ pɑlikiɑ tumulɑnɛ
90 dry tɑpokut tɑbuɡujɑ tɑpukɛɑ jɑŋɛ tɑupokujɑ tɑbuɡwɑ timiɑ
91 full mɑmbɑndʒit mɑbɑndʒɨ mɑmbɑndʒi mɑmbɑndʒi mɑmbɑɛndʒi mɑmbɑɛndʒɛl mɑmbɑndʒɛl
92 road ɪnduŋ ɨnduŋ ɛnduŋ ɨnduɑm ɛndoɑm ɑundɑ oundɑ
93 stone nɑŋɡum nɑunkum nɑŋɡum nɑnɡum nɑŋɡum nɑŋɡum nɑŋɡum
94 earth kɨndimɑ ɑmujɑ omoiɑ kon kon kon kon
95 sand tʃiŋim NO ENTRY kiŋim kiŋkim kiŋɡɪm kinɪm pɑlɑik
96 mountain pundun punduŋ puntuŋ pɨndɨŋ pɛndɛŋ pɛndəŋ NO ENTRY
97 fire jɑm jɑm jɑm jɑm jɑm nɑm nɑʔɑm
98 smoke mulɑŋ jumuljɑ jimujɑ omuɑ omu omul omul
99 ashes jɑmbum jɑŋɡɑjɑm jɑŋɡɑjɨm jɑmbumbuɑ jɑmbum nɑmbum nɑmbum
    jɑmbum  
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100 sun tum tum tum kiom kom kjom kjom
101 moon tɨpɑ tevɑ tɨpɑ tɨpɨ tɛpɑ kɛbɑ kɛbɑ
102 star puŋɡusum puŋɡusɨm puŋɡusɨm puŋɡusɨm puŋɡusim pinɡuk piŋɡup
103 cloud su NO ENTRY su tsu su su tikilum
104 rain jɨŋ jɨŋ jiŋ mɨŋɡɑi moŋɡɑiɑ jɑɾɛm jɑɾɛm
105 wind wɑɾi puɛ puɛ wɑli wɑli ɛnuŋ ɛnuŋ
    ɛnuŋ ɛɲuɡ
106 water jɪm jɨm jɪm jɛm jɛm nɛm nɛm
107 vine jɪmbɑndɑm jimbɑntɑm jɪmbɑndɑm jɪmbɑndɑm jɪm jɪm jɪm
108 tree jis is ɛs ɛs es jis jis
109 stick jispɑsɑ espɑsɑ espɑsɑ eskɨmɡwɑ eskɑmɡwɑ iŋɡɑm iŋɡɑm
110 bark ʌnət ɛnɨ ɛnɛ eni eskumbwɑ jiskombwɑ jiskombɑ
111 seed jismɑŋɡɑ esɡunɾɑ esmɑnɡɑ esmɑŋɡɑ esmoŋɡɑ jismɑŋɡɑ jismɑŋɡɑ
112 root wɑɾɑbɑ jɨmbunɾɑ esunɾɑ eskunɾɑ ɛskundɑ jiskundɑ kundɑɾɑkɑ
113 leaf wɑŋɡɑ eswɑŋɡɑ eswɑŋɡɑ eswɑɾɑ ɛswɑɾɑ jiswɑɾɑ konɛm
114 meat kɑmɑɾɑ kɑmeɑ kɑmeɑ NO ENTRY kɑmɛɑ kɑmɛlɑ kɑmlɑ
115 fat nomulɑ numujɑ mumoiɑ tɨmbɑ tʌmbɑ noŋosɑ noɡosɑ
116 egg mndɑ mɨndɑ mɨndɑ mumdɑ oundɑ mundɑ mundɑ
117 louse umwiŋ jɨmwɨn jimuŋ omuŋ omuŋ omuŋ omuŋ
118 feather DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED

119 
horn (shark 
fin) DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED

120 wing pʊpʊkɑ puŋupɑ tɑŋɡoŋɑ tumbɑ sumbwɑ jɑŋɡɑlɑ bibsɑlɑ
121 claw mundumbwɑ muŋdumbwɑ kuɾmundumbɑ mundumbɑ mundumbwɑ mundumbwɑ mundumbwɑ
122 tail kuɾumwɑ kuɾumwɑ kuɾumɑ kuntumɑ kɪndumɑ kundumɑ pundumɑ
123 one kɨndɑpɑm kɨndɨbɑm kɑndupɑm kɑpundɑ kɑpundɑ kɑntɑ kɑndɑndɑ
124 two kundɑmɨn kɨndɑmin kɑndɑmwɨn kɑmin kɑmɪn kɑmin kɑmin
125 three kumɛiŋ kumɑin kɨmɑin kɑmɑindɑ kɑmɑŋ kɑmɑin kɑmɑin
126 four ɑndɑkondmwiŋ NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY ɛmpisilem ɛmbisɛlɛmjɑlɑɡiɑ
127 five DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED
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128 ten noŋɑpundiɑ NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY ɛɡumo ɛɡɑmuŋ
129 taro NO ENTRY NO ENTRY kupiɑi ʃɑtok sɑtok tɑɾok jɛlɛm
    kupiɑ jilɛm
130 sugarcane wut NO ENTRY wuɛ wu wuɛ wol ɛmbiɲɑik
131 yam lim NO ENTRY ɛjɪm NO ENTRY wɑŋ wɑŋ wɑŋ
132 banana kɑik kɑik kɑik kɑik kɑk kɑik kɑik
133 sweet potato ɑkwɑi NO ENTRY ɑukɑi NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY pɛnɑwɑ
134 sago mɪnɪs mɨnɨs mɪnɪs mɨnɡis mɨnɨŋɡɪs mɛnɑs mɛnɑs
135 axe sikɑimɑŋ sikɑimɑn sikɑimɑŋ konmɑbli wɑnɑmbuɾi kɑmpʌl kɑmbɛl
136 knife wɪndʒit unjɨ wɨndʒi eŋjɑ ɛŋɑ eloŋɑ loŋɑ 
    kundi  konbɛl
137 arrow tɑmlɑm / jɪn tumbundɛ tumbundɛ en ɛn ɛn ɛn
    in  
138 net bag 

(woman's 
basket) wɑt wɑi wɑɛ wɑi wɑɛ wɑl wɑl

139 house jɑu jɑu jɑu jɑu jɑu nɑmɑ nɑmɑ
140 tobacco jɑiki jɑiki jɑiki jɑiki jɑiki jɑiki jɑki
141 morning mbuɡun ɑidʒɑm ɑidʒɑm kɑndiŋin kɑndiŋ kɑndiŋ kɑntiŋ
142 afternoon tumɡɑndʒɑ ndimun ndimun ɛndimun komnɑŋɡɑ kjɑumnɑn duɲɑn
143 night mbiɑklɑ mbuɡun imbukun endɨniŋ ɨndɨɲɨŋ ɛndɨniŋ ɛndɪnɪŋ
144 yesterday nɑi nɑi nɑi nɑi nɑi nɑi nɑi
145 tomorrow pɨndi bundi pɨndi pɨndɛ pɛndɛ pɛndɛ pɛndɛ
146 white kɑndoɡɑ kɑndokɑijɑ kɑndɑkɛɑ kɑndəɡɑ kɑndɑkɑndɑ ɑiwɑ ɑiwɑ
147 black isimlɑ ɛsimijɑ imbiɑ imbiɑ imbiɑ imbil jɪmbɪl
148 yellow wɑɡɑɲumbɑ NO ENTRY tɨdɛɑ tɨdɛɑ tɛtɛ tɛtlɛndɑ wɑɾɛndɑ
149 red pɑulɑ NO ENTRY pɑuɛɑ pɑpuɑ pɑpuɑ pɑul pɑul
150 green DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED
151 many wɑɡɑn mɑmɑɡɑ mɑmɑkɑ nɑŋɡɑpɑm nɑŋɡɑpɑm nɑnlɑm nɑnlɑm
152 all ɑnɑmwɑɡɨn ɑɡwɑijɑ okwɑiɑ mɑnbuɑ mɑnbwɑ NO ENTRY munɛp
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153 this tokoɾɨt joɣoi tokwɛɑ tokwɛ tokwɛ sokʌl sokol
154 that tokokot NO ENTRY tukuk tokokɛ tukuɛ tʃuɛl suɛl
155 what? kɑmbɑi kɑmbɑimowɑ kɑmbɑim tɑpuŋɑ tɑbi ɑndɑi ɑndɑi
156 who? pɾɑuɾum piɑuem piɑuɛm pɛi pɛi piɛ pie
157 when? kɑmiŋ ndɑiŋ nɑmnɑ tɑpikodumbɑ tɑpikundumpɑ ɑiŋɡɑpi ɑŋɡɑppondɛmbɑi
158 where? kɑmiŋmɑpɑŋ kɑimbujɑ kɑmiŋ kɑiŋ kɑiŋ ɑniŋɡumbulɑ ɑniŋkumbulɑ
159 yes jɑu jɑ jɑ ekek jɑ jɑ jo
    ekik ɑɡik eɡək
160 no ɑundɑ ɑunɾɑ ɑunɾɑ kɑpkɑ kɑboɡɑ kɑboɡɑ ɑtɛn
161 not (he is not 

standing) ɑkɑ kɑijɑkɑ keɑkɑ ɑɡɑ ɑɡɑ ɑɡɑ ɑkɑi
162 I ɲiŋ niŋ niŋ niŋ niŋ niŋ miŋ
163 you (singular) nɑn nɑnɑmdɑ nɑn nɑn niŋɑmindɑ niŋɑmindɑ nɑn
164 he ɑn jɑɡoi ɑn ɑn nɑn nɑn jikɛl

165 
we two 
(exclusive) ɑnuwɑs NO ENTRY NO ENTRY ɑs ɑs ɑs ɑsɛndɪs

166 you two nuŋɑnis NO ENTRY ninkundɑmɨn nɪn nɪn nɪn nɛnkɑmin
166 they two DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED

168 
we (pl 
exclusive) ɑŋ NO ENTRY ɑŋ ɑŋ ɑŋ ɑŋ ɑŋ

169 you (plural) nuŋ nuŋ nuŋ mɑnbɑ noŋ noŋ noŋ
170 they (plural) NO ENTRY nɑmɑkɑ NO ENTRY noŋ joɡwɛ nokol NO ENTRY
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